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Fire empties dining hall 
Two terraces 
evacuated as 
smoke spreads 
BY BRYAN POOLE 
AND MICHAEL HENRY 
Staff Writers 
A fire broke out at 6:40 p.m. yesterday 
in the Terrace Dining Hall, forcing 700 din-
ers and an undetermined number of resi-
dents in the adjoining Terraces l and 2 to 
evacuate. 
The fire began at a grill operated by a 
chef manager. A Campus Safety officer 
who was eating dinner ran into the 
kitchen and activated the fire suppressant 
system, Public Information Director 
Dave Maley said. 
By that time, the fire had already 
spread into the ventilation ducts, he said. 
Another Campus Safety officer in-
structed a student to pull the fire alarm on 
the dining hall's west side as smoke filled 
the room, Maley said. 
"They tried to put [the fire] out with 
salt, b-aking soda, everything they could 
find," said Eric Savage, supervisor for 
Challenge Industries, the company that han-
dles dishwashing duties for the college. "It 
was just out of hand." 
Four city of Ithaca fire trucks and a lad-
der truck were dispatched to the scene. Fire-
fighters used water to confine the fire to a 
small area in the dining hall chimney. They 
used large fans to ventilate the smoke. 
The displaced residents of Terraces I 
and 2, where almost 100 students reside, 
were allowed to return to their rooms at 
9:30 p.m: while firefighters continued to 
extinguish the remaining flames. 
Students with respiratory conditions or 
who were sensitive to .the smoke were 
See INVESTIGATION, page 4 
GARRETT SMITH/THE ITHACAN 
ABOVE: AN UNIDENTIFIEU Ithaca firefighter stands by the the 
loading dock outside a Terrace Dining Hall entrance. 
RIGHT: FIREFIGHTERS WORK on putting out the fire that crept 
up the ventilation duct in the Terrace Dining Hall kitchen. 
GARRETT SMITH/THE ITHACAN 
ABOVE LEFT: SOPHOMORE Alison Cole waits to get back into 
her room through a stairwell connected to the Terrace Dining 
Hall while firemen work on the ventilation duct. 
ABOVE RIGHT: POLICE lines and fire trucks block students 
from entering the Terrace Dining Hall after its evacuation. 
Project brings educators 
from abroad to campus Protests supported 
YDS continues fight 
against globalization 
YDS Co-chairman Lucas Shapiro ~aid 
the teach-m is part of the group's contmu-
mg efforts to part1c1pate in the new world-
wide social movement that que~t1om, the 
effects of globalization. 
BY DANIEL PRINCE 
AND JONI CARRASCO 
Staff Writers 
Visiting educators from across Russia 
and Ukraine sang in Russian at Assistant 
History Professor Zenon Wasyliw's house 
and played with his four-year-old daughter 
Saturday night. 
This evening of celebration capped a day 
of seminars at Cornell University, part of the 
Russian-Ukrainian School Directors Project 
that has brought 16 Russians and eight 
Ukrainians on a three-week whirlwind tour 
of Central New York. 
The program, designed to expose the 
high school superintendents and principals 
to different ideas and practices used in 
American higher education, will include 
seminars at the college today. It is bemg 
sponsored by the American Council for 
International Education. 
Wasyliw, who is also associate director 
See VISIT, page 4 
'' As [the educators] 
rebuild their society in the 
post-Cold War period, what 
are ideas in American edu-
cation ... that they can 
learn from us? '' 
-HENRY STECK 
Professor at SUNY Cortland 
BY KELLI B. GRANT 
Staff Writer 
In recognition of the International Day 
of Action against the World Bank and the 
International Monetary Fund, the Ithaca 
College chapter of the Young Democratic 
Socialists sponsored a teach-m Tuesday 
afternoon in Textor 101 to help student~ 
understand how globahzauon and current 
economic policies are shaping their world. 
Four of the college's professors gave 
short lectures supporting the thousands of 
activists who are protesting the official 
opening of the IMF and World Bank annu-
al meeting in Prague this week. 
Last Apnl, 19 members of YDS trav-
eled to Washington, D.C., to protest the 
sprmg meetings of the bank and the fund 
Shapiro also said YDS was pleased that 
the 45 people who attended the teach-m 
Joined m the International Dav of Action, 
which mcluded hundreds of· demonstra-
tions and rallies in the nation and abroad 
The protesters are against the re~tm:t1ve 
economic policies enforced m Third 
World nations by these money-lcndmg 
organizations, activists in the Czech 
Republic said on their Web site m favor of 
'global economic justice.' 
See PROFESSORS, page 4 
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Issues 
~r1 tne News Election 2000 
Candidates off er opposing plans for saving Social Security from doom 
BY ROBERT B. BLUEY 
Senior Writer 
Social Security has long been called the "third rail" of 
American politics. In other words, if you are wise, you will 
leave it alone. 
With the current system headed toward bankruptcy and 
little accomplished under the Clinton administration to fix 
it, Texas Gov. George W. Bush 
wants to do what no president has 
done before. Bush's proposals in-
clude major reforms that would 
give citizens a choice of invest-
ing part of their payroll taxes into private accounts. 
The plan is a signature issue for Bush and one that has 
been generally well received by voters looking for a way 
to improve a system that is doomed. 
Vice President Gore, on the other hand, strongly dis-
approves of Bush's privatization efforts. Gore would cre-
ate a new system called "Retirement Savings Plus," which 
would give citizens tax credits to match their own savings. 
Such a plan would be available in addition to Social 
Security and would not alter the system set up by Franklin 
D. Roosevelt as a means of security triggered by the Great 
Depression. 
Gore said his plan would give the hardest-pressed work-
ers the biggest tax credits. 
Take a married couple making $30,000 a year, for ex-
ample. Gore claims the plan would match each dollar the 
couple saves with three dollars from the government. 
"If a young couple saves just $20 a week," he said in 
a June 20 speech, "together with our tax credits and the 
returns on their savings, they could reasonably expect to 
have as much as $400,000 extra when they retire." 
Gore has taken this route over Bush's more aggressive 
reform plan because the vice president said it is safer and 
will not jeopardize seniors losing their retirement savings. 
Bush, however, counters that Gore's plan would not fix 
a system that is broken. · 
"If we do nothing to reform the system, the year 2037 
will be the moment of financial collapse," Bush said in a 
l · 
! 
JOE BURBANK/KAT 
CANCER PATIENT JACK TALTON of Deltona, Fla., 
meets Republican presidential candidate George W. 
Bush during a Sept. 12 tour of Florida Hospital and the 
Walt Disney Memorial Cancer Institute In Orlando. 
May 15 speech to the Rancho Cucamonga (Calif.) Senior 
Center. ''The system will be insolvent, with deficits in the 
trillions of dollars, requiring either a massive cut in ben-
efits or a massive increase in taxes." 
Bush's reform plan looks something like this: 
• He would make no changes for those currently receiv-
ing Social Security. 
• He would set aside $2 trillion of the budget surplus. 
• He would not raise the payroll tax. 
• Workers would have the option of personal retirement 
accounts. · 
The final proposal is the one getting the attention. Bush 
would allow workers to take a portion of their payroll tax 
and put it in a fund that invests in stocks a1,1d bonds. 
He said citizens could earn up to a 6 percent yield, much 
better than the current 2 percent return that Social Secu-
rity provides. 
"A worker who invests even a limited portion of his 
or her paycheck could, over a career, end up with hundreds 
of thousands of dollars for retirement," Bush said. 
It's a risky scheme, Gore claims. Such a plan would 
take the security out of Social Security. 
"People have the common sense to know that in the 
stock market there are good years and bad years, win-
ners and losers," Gore said. "We won't, on my watch, 
become a nation that penalizes the elderly people who 
happen to retire in a bad year; that penalizes the elder-
ly people who happen to be on the losing end of the roll 
of the dice." 
Bush said all this talk is ludicrous since even the safest 
government bonds yield a 4 percent return. 
"Personal accounts are not a substitute for Social Se-
curity," Bush said. "They involve only a limited percent-
age of the payroll tax so the safety net remains strong." 
With fundamental differences over how to save Social 
Security, Bush sa'id he puts his trust in the people, while 
Gore relies on the government. 
In the third party ring, Green Party candidate Ralph Nad-
er uses his liberal ideology to frame the Social Security 
debate. Nader, in a February l 999 newspaper column, wrote 
that allowing privatization would be a mistake. 
"Privatization will destroy one of Social Security's great 
assets - systemic tranquillity," he said. "If the system is 
privatized this tranquillity will be replaced by anxiety, as 
we worry about whether we will be winners or losers in 
the system's roller-coaster ride on Wall Street." 
The Reform Party's Pat Buchanan, who is open to par-
tial privatization as long as people are willing to take the 
risk, said the first goal should be to save Social Security. 
"Before you add anything to it, we ought to make it 
solvent," he said in a November 1999 interview on 
MSNBC's "Equal Time." "That means way out, 50 years 
into the future, and there's got to be some bullets that have 
to be bitten there." 
Like health care, Social Security is another issue that 
has deeply divided each party. While the candidates strive 
to advance their plans, a system that needs fixing hangs 
in the balance. Soon, it might be too late or too danger-
ous to fix this "third rail." 
National 
ancl International Nevvs 
ROBIN WEINER/KNIGHT-RIDDER TRIBUNE 
A TIRE ENGINEER inspects recalled tires for tread wear 
in the tire inspection area at the Bridgestone/Firestone 
Tire Testing Laboratories Sept. 20 in Akron, Ohio. 
Expert dissects tires in wake of recall 
He spends most of his days figuring out how things are 
put together and why they fall apart. 
Now, Dr. Sanjay Govindjee might face the challenge of 
his career: trying to determine why treads are peeling off 15-
mch Firestone radials, leading to tire failure on Ford Explorers 
and other vehicles. The tires arc under investigation in 101 
reported traffic deaths. 
Govindjee, a professor at the University of California, has 
been hired by Bridgestone/Firestone as an outside expert to 
get to the bottom of what went wrong. 
He started his new assignment in Akron by promising to 
conduct a thorough, independent examination, even though 
the tire maker is paying him an undisclosed fee for services. 
The heightened scrutiny is almost certain to focus national 
attention on Bndgestonc/Firestone 's research and technical 
centers in Akron. The company has recalled more than 6 mil-
lion tires, and so far has replaced 2.2 million. It says the re-
called tires were designed but not produced in Akron, one 
of its three major technical centers. 
Nike defends Olympic ad pulled by NBC Barak expects partial peace agreement 
Just get over it. 
That's the message Nike Inc. is sending by saying that 
viewers offended by the slasher-movie ad NBC yanked off 
the air this week do not "get the joke." 
But several marketing experts are cringing, saying Nike 
is unnecessarily tarnishing its brand name with such view-
ers by not denouncing the perceived anti-woman message. 
"The Olympics are about sports and worldwide peace," 
said Carol Cone, chief executi.ve of Cone Inc., a strategic-
marketing consulting firm. "And this year, women are do-
ing exceedingly well [in the Olympics] ... Their timing was 
really bad." 
The flap started last weekend, when thousands of view-
ers objected after NBC ran a Nike ad during the Olympic 
games featuring a woman outrunning a chainsaw-armed at-
tacker. 
But Nike said that it knew its loyal fans would understand 
that the ad was intended as a slasher-movie parody in which 
the so-called victim emerged victorious, aided by her Nikes. 
The ad featured U.S. Olympic track contestant Suzy 
Hamilton. 
University alters an application photo 
In an effort to recruit minority students, the Universi-
ty of Wisconsin at Madison doctored a photograph in re-
crmting materials to include a black student in a sea of white 
faces. 
The photo is on the cover of the 2001-02 undergraduate 
application and shows a group of white students cheering 
at a 1993 football game. The photo of Diallo Shabazz, a black 
student, was placed in the lower left side of the photo. 
The university's undergraduate admissions director, 
Rob Seltzer, could not find a picture that showed the school's 
diversity and eventually decided to add the 1994 image of 
Shabazz. 
"It wasn't done to deceive prospective students but rather 
to more accumtely portray the student body," University Com-
munications Director Patrick Strickler said. 
The school's minority enrollment is 9.5 percent, with about 
2.2 percent of all students identifying themselves as black. 
Rolling back expectations of a final deal by next month, 
Israeli Prime Minister Ehud Barak said Sept. 24 that he is 
prepared for a partial agreement with the Palestinians ~ a 
prospect Palestinians said is out of the question. 
The Camp David talks broke down over rival Palestinian 
and Israeli claims to east Jerusalem, in particular the AI-Aqsa 
mosque compound, the third holiest site in Islam and also the 
site of the Jewish temple, sacked in 70 AD. by the Romans. 
Barak told the Israeli cabinet he would never hand sov-
ereignty over the area co the Palestinians or any Muslim body. 
Palestinian parliament speaker Ahmed Qureia, also a se-
nior peace negotiator, rejected the idea of another interim 
agreement and said a solution of the Jerusalem issue can-
not be postponed. 
"There has to be agreement on every issue or there will 
be no agreement at all," he told reporters. 
Source: TMS Campus 
CORRECTIONS 
ICTV is a co-curricular activity of the Roy H. Park 
School of Communications. Information about its 
funding was incorrect in the Sept. 21 issue. 
Freshman Gregory Robinson, a former lounge resi-
dent in Lyon Hall, signed up on a wait list for a single 
room or apartment with the Office of Residential 
Life. He was offered a single by the office and 
accepted it. If he would not have accepted the reas-
signment, he could still have received two permanent 
housing offers in the future. The final offer would 
have been his fixed assignment. 
Residential life is mailing permanent housing offers 
as vacancies occur and no set number of offers is 
mailed each week. Information about these process-
es was incorrect in the Sept. 21 issue. 
It is The lthacan's policy to c_orrect all errors of fact. 
Please contact Assistant News Editor Ellen R. 
Stapleton at 274-3207. 
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SETA holds 24-hour vigil 
to protest factory fanning 
The Ithaca College Chapter of 
Students for the Ethical Treatment 
of Animals is holding a 24-hour vig-
il to protest the mass production of 
beef, poultry, pork and eggs. 
The students began their camp-
out in the Campus Center Quad at 
7 a.m. this morning and will con-
tinue the demonstration until 7 
a.m. Friday. Participating students 
are on a juice fast, and arc abstain-
ing from eating any food or bever-
ages other than juice or water 
throughout that time. 
SETA said the demonstration 
aims at educating other students on 
the alternatives of living a vegan 
lifestyle as well as bringing atten-
tion to the issues of animal abuse. 
Sixty schools to attend 
graduate school fair 
Students thinking about 
school after their undergraduate 
years can attend the college's 
Graduate and Professional 
School Fair next week. 
More than 60 schools are 
scheduled to take part in the fair, 
which will take place from IO a.m. 
to 1 :30 p.m. in Emerson Suites. 
A seminar entitled "Graduate 
Admission Tests - What's in 
Them?" 1s also scheduled follow-
ing the fair from 4 to 5 p.m. in 
Klingenstein Lounge. Speaker 
Michael Stone, manager for the 
Kaplan Ithaca Center, will guide 
students through sections of sev-
eral graduate school entrance ex-
ams and how to analyze scoring 
procedures. 
For a listing ofall the schools and 
the specific departments attending, 
visit Ithaca College Career Services 
at www.ithaca.edu/careers. 
Bush, Gore are coming 
to a big screen near you 
The Roy H. Park School of 
Communications in conjunction 
with the economics department, the 
politics department, the speech 
communication department and 
the Ithaca College Forensics 
Union will be televising the U.S. 
presidential and vice presidential 
debates on two big screens on 
campus in the coming month. 
The presidential debates will be 
presented Tuesday at 9 p.m .• Oct. 
I I at 9 p.m. and Oct. 17 at 9 p.m. 
in the Park Auditorium. The vice 
presidential debate will be shown 
on Thursday at 9 p.m. 
The debates will be followed by 
a discussion. 
Ttll lltlN:1\N l 
Pay for professors increases 
Most salaries 
jump ahead 
of averages 
BY DAN GREENMAN 
Staff Writer 
-~---------- --- ·-
Faculty at the college earned 
small increases m salaries for the 
I 999-2000 academic year, 
which leaves most slightly 
above the average pay for pro-
fessors at similar institutions. 
The average nine-month 
salary at Ithaca College grew 
3.34 percent for professors and 
2.68 percent for associate profes-
sors from the 1998- I 999 academic 
year. Those increases were 
slightly higher than the growth at 
other comprehensive institutions 
- ones that offer bachelor's and 
master's degree programs and 
focus on liberal arts and profes-
sional education. 
According to the American 
Association of University Profes-
sors, the average Ithaca College 
full professor's salary was 
$68,000 during the I 999-2000 
academic year, while the average 
full professor at other compre-
hensive institutions made only 
$67,500. For associate profes-
sors, the average salary at Ithaca 
College vvas $53,600 while the av-
erage was $53,500." 
The average professor's salary 
at Ithaca College increased 
$2,200 from 1998-1999, while the 
average at these other schools in-
creased $2,000. The average as-
!Faculty saiaries 
~ Average Ithaca College average 
Professor 
Associate Professor 
0 10,000 20,000 30,000 40,000 50,000 60,000 70,000 80,000 
Averages are based on statistics from the American Assoc1at1on of University Professors 
for comprehensive 111stitutions. Salaries are rounded to the nearest hundred 
soc1ate professor's ;.alary jumped 
$ I ,400 at Ithaca College and 
$1,100 at the other colleges. 
"It is important for us to re-
main above the [comprehensive 
institution] averages because we 
try to attract the strongest possi-
ble faculty," said Jim Malek, 
provost and vice president for aca-
demic affairs. "We want to pro-
mote academic excellence and re-
main as strong as we can." 
However, the average salary of 
an assistant professor at Ithaca Col-
lege in 1999-2000 was $40,700, an 
amount $2,800 below the average 
at similar colleges. 
Institutional Research Director 
Martha Gray said the reason as-
sistant professors at comparable 
colleges appear to be paid higher 
than Ithaca College assistant pro-
fessors is because most other col-
leges categorize their faculty Salanes for tir,t-year 1acult1 
members differently. members arc based on their ere-
Other colleges place lower- dent1al;., cxrencnce and rnarkt:1 
paid adjunct faculty in a separate value, Malek \,lid 
category from assistant profe!',;.on,. Returning profc;.;.or;. earn a 
which makes their a!'.;.1stant pro- !'.light wage increa;.e every year, 
tessor salary average higher. and durmg the last two year;., foe-
The adJunct profc;.;.or catego- ulty at the college received an a, -
ry doe~ not ex1;.t at Ithaca College, erage ;.alary rncrca;.c of thn:e or 
however, and a larger population four percent. he ;.,~1d 
of faculty with lower ;.,llane;. are A;.;.oc1atc Prote;.;.or J,une~ 
included in the assistant profes5or Swafford, Engh;.h, ;.aid he I\ 
category. Thi;. causes Ithaca plea~ed with h1;. salary. 
College's average to be lower, '"Since I have been here, then: 
Gray said. have been a ;.mall number ot ;.alar1 
While mo;.t Ithaca College adjustment;. thc1t tend to keep U\ 
profe!-,sors earn more than the av- comparable," he ;.aid "Thi~ 1;. a 
erage, 1t 1s hard for all faculty to work-intcn;.rve 111;.t1tut1on w!lh 
be completely satisfied. 
"It\ a judgment call," Faculty 
Council Chairman Stan Seltzer 
said. "Lots of people want to sec 
the ~alaries higher." 
all the teaching we have to do. Sll 
I don't know 1f everybody 1s totally 
satisfied with their compern,at1on. 
but it doe;. sound as 1f \Ve arc at 
least comparable." 
Social activist and writer set to visit 
BY MEREDITH MACVITTIE 
<;01!!!i~1ai11g Writer 
Barbara Ehrenreich may have 
bachelor's degrees in chemistry 
and physics 
and a doctor-
ate in cell 
biology, but 
she will visit 
the college 
as part of the 
Distinguished 
Visiting 
Writers Series 
Oct. 2 to 6. 
After her 
college edu-
EHRENRElCH 
cation, Ehrenreich became 
involved in social and political 
causes, inspiring her to become an 
activist and writer. 
Now a journalist, social critic 
and essayist, she has had her non-
fiction works published in the mag-
azines Time, Mother Jones, the 
Nation and Ms. 
"We hope to bring to campus 
writers of some ~tature for both stu-
dents and the Ithaca community," 
said Marian MacCurdy, associate 
professor and writing department 
chair. "We want people to receive 
both mformauon and inspiration 
about writers and wnting." 
Ehrenreich has also organized 
labor union~ and tried to expand 
low-income housing and educa-
tional opportunities for the 
underprivileged. She was named 
a speaker for Femimsts for Free 
Expression and an honorary 
chair of the Democratic 
Socialists of America. 
"She's very political, and we 
felt we needed someone who was a 
journalist," said Lmda Godfrey, 
assistant professor of writing, 
about the relli>on Ehrenre1ch was 
chosen for the serie!>. "She also has 
a huge fan base here. She's just 
very well known and respected." 
Included in Ehrenre1ch 's vi~it 
will be a lecture, "Down and Out in 
Post-Welfare America," on 
Monday at 8 p.m. in Klingcnstem 
Lounge. She will speak about 
recent welfare reform and the chal-
lenges of hvmg on minimum wage. 
She will give a reading of her 
non-fiction works on Oct. 5 at 7·30 
p.m. in Park Auditorium. 
"I know she 1s 11nportant as far 
as an alternative journalist," said 
senior Laura Deutch. "I think it 1s 
important I to attend her lectures] so 
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people get a perspccuve of Journal-
ism not in the mamstream." 
Laura said !'>he gamed a glimpse 
of Ehrenrcich ·s v1ewpomt by read-
ing one of her article;. that argued 
why Ralph Nader is a \al1d ch1>1L·e 
for president. 
The author of two e;.\ay L·ollcc-
t1ons, Ehrenre1ch has also written 
seven booh, including ""Bl<1od 
Rites" and "Fear of Falling," on 
political and ;.ocial history. and 
"'Kipper's Game." an ant1-utop1an 
fantasy novel. 
A;.1de frprn her wr111ng. 
Ehrenre1ch ha\ been a guest on 
telcv1;.1011 and radio show, ~ud1 ,1, 
'Today:· ··N1ghtl111c." ··All Th111g~ 
C'ons1dereu·· and ""C10;.\fi1c ·· 
Thi, 1s the second year of the 
series, which 1s spon;.ored by the 
wntmg department 
HELP WANTED - STOP IN TO APPLY. 272-3448 
Clip and Save 1103 Danby Road 
-- -·- - -
- ------, 
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Investigation to continue 
Continued from page 1 
granted temporary housing in 
unspecified campus residence 
halls with vacancies, Housing 
Coordinator Lisa Szwarc said. 
The fire never touched the 
ground level of the dining hall, 
Maley said. He said the blaze had 
already reached the ducts by the 
time the fire suppressant system 
located above the grill was 
pulled. 
Guy Van Benschtiten, assistant 
fire chief and incident command 
officer for the Ithaca Fire De-
partment, said the cause of the fire 
1s still under investigation. 
Sophomores Noelle Fischer 
and Ali Folkoff were eating in the 
Terraces when the alarm went off. 
"The alarm was going off and 
we just sat there," Fisher said. 
"We thought someone had pulled 
the alarm [as a prank], and then 
we saw this huge cloud of 
smoke." 
Freshman Johnson Wong was 
also hesitant to leave. 
"I was eating a sandwich, and 
there was smoke," he said. "At first 
I thought it was a normal fire drill." 
The alarm sounded in the din-
ing hall and both terraces at 6:41 
p.m. 
Sophomore Julie Samere said 
she did not hear the alarm in Ter-
race 2. 
"My roommate called and 
said, 'You guys, I just saw shoot-
ing flames coming out of the 
chimney!"' 
Terrace 2 resident Julia Dudenko 
stumbled across the police line at 
7:58 p.m., more than an hour after 
the alann first sounded. 
"I was sleeping," she said. 
Dudenko admitted she heard 
the alarm, but did not think it was 
an emergency. 
"It was real, real loud, and I 
was irritated," she said. "I 
thought it was just something 
[happening] in the road." 
Dudenko said no one knocked 
on her door to see if anyone was 
still in the room. 
Scott Rappaport, residence 
director for Terraces 9-12, said 
resident assistants are not re-
quired to stay in the building to 
check on occupants. 
"RAs are supposed to exit the 
building just like any of the resi-
dents do," he sa:id. 
The Terrace dining hall is ten-
tatively scheduled to reopen for 
dinner today, Maley said. He said 
the entire area must first be eval-
uated by health, fire and safety in-
spectors. 
The Campus Center and Tow-
ers dining halls will be open to ac-
commodate all students. 
Kosher Cook and Inspector 
Avraham Himrnelfarb assured 
students that Kosher service will 
be available this weekend for 
Rosh Hashana, the Jewish New 
Year. 
Staff Writer Joe Geraghty 
contributed to this story. 
' "' 
,;: 
ALEX MORRISON/THE ITHACAN 
NIKOLAI KHARCHENKO (LEFT) of Russia and Oleksander Shiyan of Ukraine study a world map during 
a seminar at Cornell University Saturday. They are two of 22 foreign educators touring Ithaca today. 
Visit spotlights educational differences 
Continued from page 1 
of the project, said the exchange 
program also allows the foreign 
educators to offer new ideas and 
methods that American schools 
might want to implement. 
"With international exchange, I 
think there's a two-way communi-
cation," he said. "There's greater 
academic discipline [in Russia and 
Ukraine] ... we've all heard about 
the math skills and the science 
skills. But what [the United States] 
can offer is cntical thinking skills, 
greater discussion and more ideas." 
At the Cornell seminar, the edu-
cators expressed great interest in 
the American college admissions 
process. 
In Rus5ta and Ukraine, college 
admissions are based solely on a 
specific exam, and a student then 
enters a specific program. 
Wasyliw sa1cl he believes they 
were interested m order to assist 
their own students in applying to 
American umversities. 
The directors amved in Ithaca 
Friday night after a week touring 
Washington, D.C. Before their 
Oct. 9 departure, they will v1s1t 
several other area institutions, 
including SUNY Cortland, Ithaca 
High School and Cortland High 
School. 
Henry Steck, professor at 
SUNY Cortland and director of 
the project, said the program's 
goal is for the visitors to study 
American schools in the hope that 
they will acquire ideas they can 
take back to their countries. 
"As [the educators] rebuild 
their society in the post-Cold War 
period, what are ideas in 
American education ... that they 
can learn from us?" Steck said. 
"Our premise is we fought the 
Cold War for 50 years. You don't 
walk away from your moral 
responsibilities." 
Some areas of focus will 
include teaching values and 
social issues, school-to-work pro-
grams, school governance, the 
roles of principals and superin-
tendents and creating innovative 
curriculum and special education 
programs. 
Apollinariya Sirnonova, a high 
school principal and history teacher 
in Norilsk, Russia, hopes to learn 
how students and teachers relate. 
"Among other things, what 
I'm looking for is to be able to sit 
in a class to see how [it] is con-
ducted, the interaction between a 
teacher and high school kids and 
the methodology used · by the 
teacher," she said through a trans-
lator. "If possible, [I want] to see 
what comes out of that, where 
high school graduates end up, 
what they end up doing and 
whether they go to [a) university." 
Oleksander Shiyan, principal 
and geography teacher in Odessa, 
Ukraine, said he looks forward to 
learning about school gover-
nance, special education pro-
grams, civics education and youth 
ctt1zenship. 
Shiyan said he has already 
observed differences between 
educational systems in the United 
States and Ukraine. 
"There is more freedom [in 
U.S. schools]," he said, also 
speaking through an interpreter. 
"Our system of school gover-
nance is more centralized, all the 
power comes from the top. Here 
more power is given to states and 
communities." 
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 28, 2000 
Professors address 
Third World issues 
Continued from page 1 
"We wanted to focus on the 
issues that people are bringing up 
all over the world," Shapiro said. 
"There is already a great group of 
students at the college who are 
dedicated to taking a more active 
role in democratic activity and 
fighting injustice. But we are try-
ing to broaden our influence." 
During his presentation, 
Assistant Professor Chip Gagnon, 
politics, said the World Bank and 
IMF meeting represents a return 
"to the scene of the crime," when 
capitalism was forced onto 
Eastern European nations after the 
Cold War ended in the 1980s. 
Instead of having good inten-
tions to help these nations with 
their failing economies, he said 
the capitalist nations were really 
trying to destroy any socialist 
presence. 
Gagnon said the exchange of 
loans, expertise and military aid 
from industrialized First World 
nations for products and money 
from underdeveloped Third 
World nations is decidedly 
uneven. 
"[First World nations] benefit 
from capitalism, whether they 
realize it or not," he said. 
Associate Professor Garry 
Thomas, anthropology, explained 
that for every dollar of aid 
received in Ghana, $2.15 goes to 
paying back loans. In comparison, 
for every dollar of aid received in 
Nigeria, they must pay back 
$104.54. 
"World Bank's interest rates 
are very low," Thomas said. "But 
when you're borrowing $29 mil-
lion, that's a lot of interest." 
Www.jubilee2000uk.org is a 
Web site that features a "country 
of the week" link, Thomas said. 
He used it to view a country's 
gross national debts and find other 
important figures for his talk. 
Assistant Professor Shaianne 
Warner, economics, said that it is 
important to remember that the 
World Bank and the IMF do not 
make money off of developing 
countries. 
Assistant Professor Colleen 
Kattau, modern languages and lit-
erature, called the World Bank 
and its affiliates "global loan 
sharks." 
She said many political prob-
lems found in Third World nations 
stern from being pinned down by 
loans. 
But Frank Musgrave, chair-
man of the economics depart-
ment, said he supports both the 
bank and the fund because they 
are trying to stabilize currencies 
and aid Third World countries 
through loans. 
"I have great sympathy for the 
protesters, because there are real 
problems in the Third World 
countries," he said. "But the 
World Bank and IMF are the ones 
trying to help those nations." 
During the teach-in, Thomas 
argued that the money given in aid 
could be spent much better, but he 
said the World Bank places 
restrictions on the borrowing 
countries about how they spend 
the money. 
When Tanzania wanted to 
allow free, clean water and free 
health care, he said, the World 
Bank demanded fees for such ser-
vices in order to gain more money. 
Warner said that the World 
Bank and IMF's faith in a free 
market leads to some of these 
problems. 
'They have a blind faith that 
the free market will solve devel-
oping countries' problems and 
that all developing countries need 
to do is remove the barriers to the 
free market ... What they want is 
[for] the government to not run 
things ... they don't want the 
Tanzanian government to pay for 
education, they want the free mar-
ket to take care of education. The 
problem with that is that the free 
market can't do it," she said. 
Thomas says the power rela-
tionship involved is not helpful. 
"There is no global village. 
Village implies a sense of caring. 
We are a globalized village, 'glob-
alized' emphasizing the power 
relationship involved," he said. 
A large gap develops between 
the developed and underdevel-
oped countries of the world 
because of the division between 
First World and Third World, 
said Professor Jules BenJamin, 
history. 
"Mass wealth among poverty 
is morally unacceptable," he said. 
At the Prague meetings, pro-
testers have said they want to con-
vince the World Bank and IMF to 
reprioritize in favor of the welfare 
of impoverished people. 
One proposal the protesters 
support would "drop the debts." 
Thomas said many people 
believe that if odious debts for 
dictators, Cold War conflicts, 
unfair trade practices, and natur-
al disasters were subtracted from 
the Third World debt of $2 tril-
lion, he believes it would be 
eliminated. 
The New York Times reported 
Tuesday that the bank and the 
fund are developing new pro-
grams to help the poor such as 
Voices of the Poor, a project that 
surveyed 20,000 'people who sur-
vive on less than $1 each day to 
revolutionize the way the bank's 
annual $30 billion in funds arc 
allocated. 
- LILLIE JONESfTHE ITHACAN 
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR GARRY THOMAS, anthropology, 
speaks a1 the International Day of Action teach-in Tuesday. 
!:. 
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Dialing for discounts SPEAKING UP 
Long-distance phone provider offers alternatives 
BY MICHAEL HENRY 
Staff Writer 
Students have a way to beat 
those long-distance phone bills: by 
lending advertisers their ears. 
FreeWay, an advertiser-support-
ed long-distance service, is now 
offering students a way to make 
calls anywhere in the United States 
at no charge. 
Through the service, which 
works like a calling card, each cus-
tomer receives a toll-free access 
number and identification code and 
is able to place calls from any touch-
tone phone within the country. 
FreeWay users earn two long-
distance minutes for each 15-second 
advertisement they hear. They may 
listen to as many ads as they want 
prior to placing their calls. 
Once an endorsement is finished, 
students have the option to receive 
more information about an ad, listen 
to another ad or place a call. 
"The ads are designed to enter-
tain," said FreeWay representative 
Drew Blakeman. He said FreeWay 
can be used as a supplement to local 
telephone services. 
But Bernard Rhoades, director of 
technical services and liaison to 
Student Telephone Services, the 
college's phone provider, was skep-
tical of the advertisement-driven 
service. 
"Nothing in hfe is free," he said. 
"Ifit were me looking at Free Way as 
a less expensive method for me to 
make long distance calls, I think I'd 
read the fine print." 
• 
He said the frequent e-mails cus-
tomers would likely receive after 
registering for Free Way could "get a 
little annoying." 
Blakeman agrees that any free 
service has catches. 
Students have to listen to 
announcements immediately prior 
to placing calls, he said. There is no 
system for storing long-distance 
minutes - they must be used at once. 
"That's a big downfall," fresh-
man Jason Meister said. "You're 
going to save money, but time is also 
'' You're going to 
save money, but time 
is also money. '' 
-JASON MEISTER 
Freshman, on the pros and 
cons of using Free Way 
money ... To have to wait out seven 
and a half minutes before [an hour 
long) call goes through is just a 
waste of time." 
Blakeman said the company 
plans to launch a system for saving 
minutes in two to three months so 
customers will not have to listen to a 
large number of ads all at once 
before making calls. FreeWay cus-
tomers are also limited to two hours 
of free calling per month. 
"We limit the hours to two per 
month to make sure people don't 
abuse Free Way ... for telemarketing 
purposes," Blakeman said. 
$'tart tbe !}ear rtgbt 
Join the 
However, he said the restriction 
docs not have much of an impact on 
people who use the service. 
"We found that the average per-
son uses [FreeWay] one hour per 
month," he said. 
Blakeman also pointed out that 
once the free minutes are exhausted, 
a discrete tone indicates that the user 
has a few moments to end the call. 
Junior Ben Church said he would 
use Free Way to phone home. 
"I think [the two-hour limit) 
could be a hindrance at times," he 
said. "But you have to weigh that 
against [the fact that] you're getting 
a free service anyway ... it wouldn't 
be such a bad deal." 
Many students on campus said 
they are happy with STS's long-dis-
tance plan for IO cents a minute. 
"I use STS to call long-distance a 
couple times a week," JUmor 
Marisa Delbert said, adding she has 
never had problems with the service 
and said there is no reason to use a 
different long-distance provider. 
Freshman Melissa Arroyo said 
frequent phone interference and 
trouble with call-waiting under STS 
frustrate her and said she would 
consider using the Free Way service. 
"Two hours [of free calling] is 
pretty enticing," she said. ''I'd sit 
through the 15 minutes [of ads) for 
that." 
The service currently provides 
free long-distance to more than 
500,000 people, 20 percent of 
whom are college students. 
Individuals can register for the ser-
vice at www.callfreeway.com. 
JOE SURDUKOWSKl!THE ITHACAN 
SENIOR DIANE NOCERINO, Student Congress representative 
for the School of Health Sciences and Human Performance, 
argues a point Tuesday at a Student Government Association 
meeting in the North Meeting Room. More than three hours were 
spent discussing bias-related incidents on campus. A public 
forum to discuss the issue further will be held Oct. 1 O. 
RADUATE 
& PROFESSIONAL 
SCHOOL~ 
~ 
I C's Career Services office has put together great 
events: 
Graduate & Professional School Fair 
mbe ®bernigbt/<1:Iass ~osting 
l\rogram 
Thursday, Oct. 5, 10 a.m. to 1 :30 p.m., Emerson Suites. 
Visit http://www.ithaca.edu/careers to see schools 
attending. 
uuuuuu u 
You can help others as they consider Ithaca 
College by giving them a first-hand experience of 
life on campus. Host a prospective student 
overnight in your on-campus residence. Take a 
visitor with you to class. Introduce interested 
students to your day-to-day experiences as a 
member of Ithaca College. 
Join this semester! 
Call the Admission Office at 274-3124 
or 
stop by I 00 Job Hall 
or 
e-mail: GSementelli@ithaca.edu. 
• 
Seminar: Applying to Graduate School 
Thurs., Oct. 16, noon to 1 p.m., South Meeting Room. 
Campus Center. Tuesday, Nov. 7, 1 to 2 p.m., Demottc 
Room, Campus Center. 
Seminar: Graduate Admissions Tests - What's in 
them? 
Thursday, Oct. 5, 4 to 5 p.m. Klingenstein Lounge. 
Campus Center. In this informational seminar, our knowl-
edgeable speaker will guide you through the different sec-
tions of the GMAT, GRE, LSAT and MCAT exams as well 
as discuss the best time to take the exam and how to ana-
lyze the scoring procedure. Speaker: Michael W. Stone, 
KAPLAN Ithaca Center Manager. 
Seminar: Strategies for Getting into Law School 
Thursday, Oct. 5, 2 to 3 p.m., Klingenstein Lounge. 
Campus Center. Guest Speaker: Jack Cox, Assoc. Dean & 
Director of Admissions & Financial Aid, University at 
Buffalo Law School, Buffalo, NY. 
GRE, GMAT, MCAT, LSAT- How Will You Score? 
Take a free test drive and find out! (Scores will not be 
reported) 
Saturday, Oct. 14. 11 a.m. to 3p.m., Williams Hall 
Pre-register by calling 1-800-KAP-TEST or 
607-274-3365. 
http:/ /wwwoithacaoedu/ careers 
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Dining renovation funds questioned 
BY KIMBERLY BURNELL 
Staff Writer 
Renovations that have given the 
college's dining services a new 
hx1k this year will ultimately cost the 
college $846,000. 
The college signed a contract with 
new food-service provider Sodexho-
Marriott last spring. The company re-
placed Chartwells, which held a con-
tract with the college for 13 years. 
Sodexho-Marriott had big ideas 
fur renovation~ and offered to pay for 
them up front, Treasurer and Vice 
President Carl Sgrecc1. Sodexho-
Marnott bastcally offered the college 
a loan, something common for a food 
service provider to do, Sgrecc, sard. 
He and Brian McAcree, interim 
vice president for student affairs and 
campus life, who were both involved 
111 the contract b1dd111g process, de-
cided they did not want to put the 
college 111 a debt ~1tuat1on. They said 
the college would pay for the reno-
vations up front. 
"If we borrowed the money, we 
ultimately would have had to pay 1t 
back," Sgrecci said. 
the renovations. 
"Seeing that Sodexho-Marriott 
wanted to be our food-service 
provider, they should have offered 
the incentive to do the renovations 
for the college instead of having us 
foot the bill," she said. 
Every year, the college allocates 
funds for capital projects on campus, 
and this year a substantial amount 
of those fund~ will be spent on the 
dming halls. 
"It has been a while since they 
had a face-ltft," Sgrecci said. 
He ~aid he did not know specif-
JCally when the last time significant 
renovations were made to the dm-
mg halls, but that "it is safe to say 
it was several years ago." 
Of the total cost of $846,000, the 
college paid $200,000 from the 
1999-2000 budget, and the additional 
$646,000 will be paid for this year 
and over the next four years, 
Sgrecci said. 
' {, 
., 
Questions about renovation 
payments were raised at the Sept. 19 
Student Government Association 
meeting. 
Sophomore Mary Rogers, a 
Student Congress representative 
for Emerson Hall, said she felt it was 
important to know whether students 
or Sodexho-Marriott were paying for 
Most of the total renovation dol-
lars went toward changes in the 
Campus Center Dining Hall, in-
cluding new carpet, serving line 
fronts, heat lamps, an exhibition 
cooking station and salad bar station, 
Dining Services Director Gene 
Wescott said. 
In the Towers Dining Hall new 
china was purchased and in the 
Campus Center Food Court all sta-
tions changed names and received 
new signs. Cooking equipment and 
servingware were also added in the 
JAMIE PENNEYITHE ITHACAN 
TIERRA DEL SOL, Deli Signatures and the Copper Pot are among the new features in the Campus Center 
Food Court. When Sodexho-Marriott became the college's new food service provider in May, it made 
$846,000 in renovations across campus, which will be paid for in full by the college. 
. . 
various locations. 
"I like [the renovations], but I am 
not sure if it was worth it for that 
much money," said junior Jayson 
'RETIREME_NT -1.NSURANCE MUTUAL FUNDS TRUST SERVICES TUITION FINANCING 
Why is TIAA-CREF the 
#1 choice nationwide? 
The TIAA-CREF 
Advantageo 
Year 1n and year out, employees at education and 
research inst1tut1ons have turned to TIAA-CREF 
And for good reasons: 
o Easy d1vers1f1cat1on among a range of expertly 
managed funds 
0 A solid history of performance and exceptional 
personal service 
0 A strong commitment to low expenses 
0 Plus, a full range of flexible retirement income options 
For decades. TIAA-CREF has helped professors and staff 
at over 9,000 campuses across the country invest for-
and enioy-successful retirements 
Choosing your retirement plan provider 1s simple 
Go with the leader TIAA-CREF 
----·--·-- - - --- . ---------·---- -
THE TIAA-CREF 
ADVANTAGE 
Investment Expertise 
Low Expenses 
Customized 
Payment Options 
Expert Guidance 
.. . 
t 
: 
~ 
" .. 
Ensuring the future 
for those who shape it.'" 
1.800.842.2776 
www.tiaa-cref.org 
-------------·--·· ·---------....l_-------------------'==------' 
For more complete information on our securities products. please cJll 1 800 842 2733, ext 5509. to request prospectuses Read them carefully 
before you invest • TIAA-CREF lnd1v1dual and lnst1tut1onal Serv1res, Inc distributes the CREF and TIAA Real Estate vJnable annu1t1es • Teachers 
Personal Investors SerVJces. Inc d1str1butes the Personal Annu1t1es variable annuity component. mutual funds and tu1t1on ~avmgs agreements • 
TIAA and TIAA-CREF life Insurance Co. New York. NY, 1ssur insurance and annu1t1es • TIAA-CREF Trust Company, FSB proVJdes trust services 
• Investment products are not FDIC insured, may lose value and are not bank guaranteed (0 2000 TIAA-CREF 08/03 
Pope, SGA vice president of com-
munications. "The dining halls 
were not in that dire need of reno-
vations, but I am glad they did it. 
"Overall, I have been impressed 
with the dining halls this year. 
[Sodexho-Marriott] made a real ef-
fort to add more choices." 
HINKLEY'S • INTEREST Subscribe 
to 
The Ithacan 
Call 
274-3208 
LONDON 
for fall 
break! 
$333+tax 
Don't be 
stuck 
at school! 
Enter for a chance to win a trip for two to Africa 
at your local Council Travel office 
or at coundltravel.com 
No purchase necessary Open to rcs,donts al U S , betwoon lhe agos of 18 and 35 as of 9/5/00 
Vo,d where prohlb,led Seo ogency for OHlc,al Rules or go lo counc,llravol com. 
Swoopslakes end 10/15/00 
206 B Dryden Road 
607-277-0373 
counci Ltravel.com 
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Fraternities face ad restrictions 
Policy excludes 
Greek Zif e posti~gs 
on bulletin boards 
BY DAVID DONOVAN 
C'o!ztributmg Wri~~_r ______ _ 
When Phi Kappa Sigma attempted to ad-
vertise its dry rush on campus bulletin boards 
earlier this month, it was stopped by a col-
lege polzcy that stemmed from a tragic death 
more than 20 years ago. 
The fraternity, an international social fra-
ternity with 70 national chapters, applied for 
permission to promote its four-day rush that 
ended Sept. 22, but was turned down by the 
Office of Campus Center and Activities. 
Karen Coleman, CC&A operations as-
sistant, said the permit was denied because 
the flyers clearly identified the group as a fra-
ternity, and the college has a policy not to 
expand Greek life on campus. 
Greek life had a strong presence at the col-
lege before 1980, when then freshman 
Joseph Parella died during the Delta Kappa 
fraternity hazmg, culminating a history of 
problems with fraternities. A subsequent 
study recommended the college disassociate 
itself from non-professional fraternities. 
"We try to play by the rules," said junior 
Skip Paa!, who is in charge of the fraterni-
ty's social activities. ''The college preaches 
a commitment to diversity, and they're be-
ing very closed-minded." 
Gary Van Zinderen, interim ~e111or as~is-
tant director for CC&A who also advises 
Greek life on campus, said the policy is in 
place because the fraternities have no ac-
countability to the college and therefore can-
not be recognized as a student group. 
"We try to treat groups fairly, but not the 
same," he said. 
There are four fraternities on campus, all 
The college mo111tor'> it~ hullctin hoard~. 
but unauthonzcd flyer~ remain Po~ter~ for 
Ph, Beta Sigma were found on bulletm boa1d~ 
in Snmlcly and Textor I !alb during Ph, Kap-
pa Sigma\ ru~h week 
"We do have problem~ [ wllh unauthon;:ed 
prn,tmg~I throughout the year," Coleman ,a,d 
Senior Clay Voorhce~. a fratermty mein-
ber, ~a,d he felt It wa~ --~lightly di~cr,mina-
tory to exclude off-cam pm fraternit1e!> who 
arc JU~t holding ru!>h evenb when they allow 
bar~ to pmt [!>1milar flyer'>!" 
He pointed out that downtown club, that 
<,erve alcoh()I arc '>l>met1me., pc1m1tted to ad-
ver11~e. 
All off-campu~ orgamzat1on~ mu.<,t apply for 
permis!>1on to advcr1i!>e on campu!> and arc lim-
ited a~ to exactly where they can advcr11~c. !>tu-
dent alfam, and campu~ hie otfic1als ~a,d. The 
college rc~erves the right to re~tnct promotion 
of group~ and has done !>O with orgamzation~ 
such as credit card compame~ 
College polzcy state~ that no group can "111-
dicate that alcoholic beverage!> arc tree or ~old 
at reduced pncc!> or otherw1!>e appear to en-
courage unlzmitcd or exces~1vc drrnking of al-
cohol or use of prohibited '>Ub!>tance~." 
National Phi Kappa Sigma 1ule~ require 
a dry TU!,h wJthout ha;.ing The Ithaca chap-
ter wa!> founded m 1992 It i~ not !>ed.ing to 
be rccog111zed by the college 
JONAS KENNEDYfTHE ITHACAN 
FRESHMEN THAYNE YOUNGMAN and Sean Haught post fraternity notices through-
out a residence hall Monday. The posting of such flyers is not allowed on campus. 
Former I II~tory Prnte~~or Paul McBride. 
who was then faculty Trustee, v. a~ heav1 ly In-
volved m the review following Parella\ 
death, one of two deaths tied to Delta Kappa. 
The review showed that fllXlrs occupied hy fra-
ternities had some of the lowe<,t GPA~ on cam-
pu~ at the time. Non-Greek~ on thn!>e floor~ 
were made to feel lzke oub1der!>, he ~a,d 
music-related. Paa! said there arc also nine 
unrecognized Greek organizations in the Itha-
ca College community. 
Phi Kappa Sigma was the first fraternity to 
apply for permission to advertise this year, Cole-
man said. The group started by contacting the 
Office of Judicial Affairs and was referred to 
' 
., . 
. ' 
"'!' ',. ~ • ':: : ~ • 
CC&A. After its solzcitation permit wa~ 
turned down, the fraternity advertised by word 
of mouth and some members hung posters on 
their residence hall room doors. The frater111-
ty reported a decent turnout for this year's rush. 
But the policy has led other Greek orga-
nizations to post unauthorized flyers. 
Parella\ mother tiled a !>UII agam~t the col-
lege that was later settled out ot court. 
In 1992, the Oltice of Student Atfam, I~!>ucd 
a proposal to invite back non-profc~sional fra-
tem1t1es, which had gradually disappeared from 
campus. Faculty Council came out sharply 
against the proposal. which led to the school's 
current policy not to expand Greek hfe. 
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Campus Safety Log l~cidents Sept. 13to Sept. 21,··2000-.-:.-
Sept. 13 
• Motor vehicle accident 
Location: E-lot 
Summary: Report of a parked vehicle hav-
ing been sideswiped by another vehicle on 
Sept. 12. Report taken. Patrol Officer Bruce 
Holmstock. 
• Parking problem 
Location: K-lot 
Summary: Vehicle towed from K-lot for pos-
session of fraudulent permit. Student judicial-
ly referred. Patrol Officer Bruce Holmstock. 
°ዴ Fire alarms 
Location: Campus Center 
Summary: Fire alarm caused by activated 
smoke detectors in both the pizza shop and 
the north hallway near the snack bar. Acti-
vation due to burning food in a toaster oven. 
Life Safety Inspector Ronald Clark. 
• Larceny 
Location: Emerson Hall 
Summary: Two fire extinguishers stolen 
from the third floor hallways. Sergeant 
Ronald Hart. 
• Fire alarms 
Location: Hilliard Hall 
Summary: Fire alarm caused by waterline leak 
that shorted out alarm in room. Physical Plant 
notified and responded. Narm reset. Life Safe-
ty Inspector Ronald Clark. 
Sept.14 
• Unlawful possession - marijuana 
Location: Terrace 1 O, firelane 
Summary: One person judicially referred for 
possession of marijuana. Patrol Officer Fred 
Thomas. 
°ዴ Conduct code violation 
Location: B-lot 
Summary: Intoxicated person in B-lot trans-
ported to the Health Center for evaluation. 
Student judicially referred for personal respect 
and honesty and possession of alcohol. Pa-
trol Officer John Federation. 
• Suspicious circumstance 
Location: Hill Center 
Summary: Caller reported returning to her of-
fice and discovering someone going 
through her purse. Subject left area upon be-
ing confronted. He was described as a black 
male, 5 feet 6 inches to 5 feet 8 inches tall, 
and wearing a gray T-shirt and dark blue wind-
pants. Patrol Officer Bruce Holmstock. 
• Aggravated harassment 
Location: Terrace 12 
Summary: Caller reported finding a racist 
poster hanging in--a men's room. Sergeant 
Ronald Hart. 
Sept. 15 
°ዴ Found property 
Location: Park Hall 
Summary: Custodian found three keys at-
tached to nylon strap. 
°ዴ Found property 
Location: Landon Hall, outside 
Summary: Man's watch found on a bench. 
• Found property 
Location: 0-lot 
Summary: Jacket found. 
• Larceny 
Location: Muller Faculty Center 
Summary: Report of money and credit card 
taken from a purse. Patrol Officer Erik Merlin. 
• Conduct code violation 
Location: All other 
Summary: Student judicially referred for al-
cohol policy and transported to the Health 
Center for further evaluation. Patrol Officer· 
Terry O'Pray. 
• Liquor law violation 
Location: Terrace 11, firelane 
Summary: Student issued appearance tick-
et for underage possession of alcohol. Pa-
trol Officer Fred Thomas. 
Sept. 16 
• Conduct code violation 
Location: Bogart Hall, lounge 
Summary: Student judicially referred for 
personal respect and honesty after being 
found in possession of alcohol and giving 
false information to an officer. Security Offi-
cer Donald Lyke. 
• Criminal mischief 
Location: Terrace 12 
Summary: Report of an exit sign having been 
taken from a residence hall and thrown out-
side Terrace 12. Patrol Officer Fred 
Thomas. 
• Criminal mischief 
Location: Terrace 8 
Summary: Officer reported finding an exit sign 
from a residence hall between Terrace 7 and 
Terrace 8. Patrol Officer Terry O'Pray. 
• Conduct code violation 
Location: East Tower 
Summary: Caller reported an intoxicated per-
son in a residence hall bathroom. Student was 
taken to the Health Center and judicially re-
ferred for alcohol policy. Patrol Officer John 
Federation. 
• Conduct code violation 
Location: Eastman Hall 
Summary: Two students judicially referred for 
excessive noise in their room after quiet 
hours. Security Officer Donald Lyke. 
• Unlawful possession - marijuana 
Location: L-lot 
Summary: Two students judicially referred for 
possession of marijuana. Patrol Officer Fred 
Thomas. 
• Conduct code violation 
Location: Terrace 4 
Summary: Four students judicially referred 
for noise. Security Officer Amy Chilson. 
• Motor vehicle accident 
Location: Main Campus Road 
Summary: Officer reported a speed limit sign 
had been hit by a vehicle that had left the 
area. A license plate was found. Patrol Offi-
cer Fred Thomas. 
• Criminal mischief 
Location: L-lot, southwest comer 
Summary: Report of a Dumpster having been 
pushed into the fence and damaging it. Pa-
trol Officer John Federation. 
• Criminal mischief 
Location: Tallcott Hall 
Summary: Damage done to third floor even 
side bathroom mirror by unknown persons. 
Patrol Officer Bruce Holmstock. 
• Aggravated harassment 
Location: Terrace 12 
Summary: Report of a racist poster hanging 
in a men's room. Patrol Officer Bruce Holm-
stock. 
• Aggravated harassment 
Location: Terrace 3 
Summary: Person reported receiving a ha-
rassing message on message board. Patrol 
Officer Bruce Holmstock. 
• Motor vehicle accident 
Location: Alumni Hall, parking lot 
Summary: Student backed into another stu-
dent's car. Patrol Officer Nathan Humble. 
• Follow-up . 
Location: Campus Safety 
Summary: Non-student issued a uniform traf-
fic ticket for leaving the scene of a motor ve-
hicle accident after being found responsible 
for hitting a stop sign earfler this date. Patrol 
Officer Fred Thomas. 
Sept.17 
• Liquor law violation 
Location: C-lot 
Summary: Student issued appearance tick-
et for unlawful possession of alcohol after be-
ing found with an open container. Patrol Of-
ficer Fred Thomas. 
• Liquor law violation 
Location: Garden Apartment Road 
Summary: Student issued appearance tick-
et for unlawful possession of alcohol after be-
ing found with an open container. Patrol Of-
ficer Nathan Humble. 
• Conduct code violation 
Location: Terrace 11 
Summary: Student judicially referred for vi-
olation of the student conduct code govern-
ing responsibility of guests. Security Officer 
Donald Lyke. 
• Fire alarms 
Location: Terrace 7, outside first floor 
kitchen 
Summary: Fire alarm sounded due to acti-
vated smoke detector. Activation caused by 
burnt food. IFD responded and reset system. 
Patrol Officer Kevin Cowen. · 
• Making graffiti 
Location: East Tower· 
Summary: Caller reported homophobic re-
mark written on a picture on a residence hall 
room door. Patrol Officer Kevin Cowen. 
• Motor vehicle accident 
Location: J-lot 
Summary: Vehicle damaged by another ve-
hicle while in parking lot. Patrol Officer Kevin 
Cowen. 
•Assault 
Location: East Tower 
Summary: Resident assistant suffered a bro-
ken nose as a result of being punched by a 
non-student. Incident occurred in the early 
morning hours of Sept. 16. Investigation is 
continuing. Patrol Officer Nathan Humble. 
Sept.18 
• Motor vehicle accident 
Location: Fire lane between Hood Hall and 
Hilliard Hall 
Summary: Staff member reported driving into 
a sign. Pole was bent, but there was no dam-
age to the vehicle. Patrol Officer Kevin 
Cowen. 
• Solicitation 
Location: East Tower 
Summary: Caller reported a person was 
handing out fliers. Officers responded and 
person was gone on arrival. Report taken. 
Sergeant Keith Lee. 
• Suspicious circumstance 
Location: L-lot 
Summary: Officer reported finding an indi-
vidual sleeping in the back of a vehicle. Non-
student was requested to leave campus. Pa-
trol Officer Erik Merlin. 
Sept.19 
• Criminal mischief 
Location: Emerson Hall, first floor 
Summary: Report of a lock that was taken 
apart on an exit door. Officer responded. 
Maintenance contacted for repair. Patrol Of-
ficer Erik Merlin. 
Sept. 20 
• Criminal mischief 
Location: L-lot 
Summary: Damage done to vehicle between 
Sept. 18 and this date by unknown persons. 
Patrol Officer John Federation. 
Sept. 21 
• Larceny 
Location: Center for Natural Sciences 
Summary: Box of anthropology artifacts re-
ported missing from a laboratory. Patrol Of-
ficer Nathan Humble. 
• Follow-up 
Location: Campus Safety 
Summary: Student referred for judicial action 
for fraudulent use of a parking permit. 
• Suspicious circumstance 
Location: Garden Apartment 25, outside 
Summary: Caller reported unknown person 
had thrown two fire extinguishers into near-
by bushes. Patrol Officer Nathan Humble. 
• Medical assist 
Location: Lyon Hall, third floor 
Summary: Two students suffered lacerations 
after the window they were leaning against 
broke. Students transported to CMC, where 
they were treated and released. Patrpl Offi-
cer Erik Merlin. 
Key 
ABC -Alcohol Beverage Control law 
CMC - Cayuga Medical Center 
DWI - Driving While Intoxicated 
ICCS - Ithaca College Campus Safety 
IFD - Ithaca Fire Department 
IPD - Ithaca Police Department 
MVA- motor vehicle accident 
RA- resident assistant 
TCSD - Tompkins County Sheriff's 
Department 
V&T -vehicle and traffic violation 
HAVE AN ITERESTING NEWS STORY? 
WRITE FOR THE ITHACAN NEWS STAFF 
CONTACT .THE NEW.S ED.ITORS AT 4-3207 .. 
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The Bool(store 
REMINDER TO 
ALL STUDENTS: 
Please purchase all your 
textbook requirements as 
soon as possible, as the 
Bookstore will begin 
returning textbook 
overstock to publishers on 
Mo.nday, Oct. 2. 
We will not be able to 
guarantee availability 
after this dateo 
FILMS 
Presents ... 
Frida~ Sept. 29 and Saturda~ Sept. 30 
(7 p.~ * 9:30 pm._ midnight) 
Sunday, Oct. 1 (3 p.m.) 
Monday, Oct. 2 (g p.m.) 
Admission $3 
All Shows in Textor Hall 
• 1 dollar off with RHA card 
THE ITHACAN 9 
ROSH HASHANNAH 
F:riday 9/29 - 6:30 p.m. Shabbat/RH services 
in Muller Chapel at 7:30 p.m. 
Festive Shabbat/RH 
dinner-Terrace Dining Balcony 
Saturday 9/30- 10 a.m. - lp.m. services in 
Muller Chapel at 7:30 p.m. 
RH evening service in Muller Chapel 
Sunday 10/1-10 a.m. - 1 p.m. in EMERSON 
SUITES A 
Shofar is blown at 1 p.m. - Tashlikh by 
Muller Chapel Pond 
SHANA TOVA 
A GOOD YEAR TO YOU ALLo 
ROGAN'S 
CORNER 
PIZZA-SUBS & WINGS 
======TOGO 
Brought to you by Hillel. 
SUPER 
SAVER 
ITHACA, N.Y. 825D~~itt~~\~-6606 23Cin~~aRJ~;;~i7-2757 
• South Hill • Fall Creek • Cayuga Heights • South Lansing 
• East Hill • College town • Varna • NYSEG & 
• Cornell • IC Surronding Areas 
• North Campus 
.---------~----------~---------, 
I One medium pizza One large pizza 
: 2 sodas 2 sodas 
One ex-large pizza I 
2 sodas R 
B 
: $5~,ox $7~,tax $9~stcx : 
~------------ Exp,resOl/01/01 ____________ Exp,res0l/01/01 _,.__ __________ Ex;,.r,s01/01/0I_..J 
~ One medium pizza One large pizza One ex-large pizza i 
~ 2 sodas, 12 wings 2 sodas, 12 wings 2 sodas, 12 wings , 
~ $1Q~stox $12~,ax $14~stox : 
I Exprre.s 01/01/01 
1 
Expires 01/01/01 Eicprrcs 01/01/01 I 
--------------------,---------------------r-------------------1 
One medium pizza. : any sub Two calzones 9 
2 sodas : any time any time 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Exptts 01/01/01 I 
I 
$3~,ax 
Exp1r-c.s 01/01/01 
$7~stax 
Expires 01/01 /01 
----------------------1-----------------------~---------------------
Large pizza with up to 3 
toppings and 2 sodas 
$92.2 
plu.s tcx, one col4)0" per crder 
2 large pizzas, 4 2 medium pizzas, 
sodas & 12 wings 4 sodas and 24 wings 
$192.2 $192.2 
ph..cs tux, one coupon per order plus fllX one coupon pa- crdu 
Expru 01/01/01 Expru 01/01/01 Ex;,.-., 01/01/01 
--------------------~---------------------~-------------------
Ithaca College Marketing Association Voted 
Rogan's Best Medium Wings on Campus! 
Thanks! 
~--------------------,---------------------r-------------------
1 One medium pizza : One large pizza : One ex-large pizza a 
I 2 sodas,12 wings : 2 sodas,12 wings : 2 sodas,12 wings I 
I : • 0 
I $1()£tox : $12~,.. $14£tox D 
I : I g L _____ ;::;:'!°2~ _. ______ :::':.a!:'!.:_ _____ _:,::c_:1~ J 
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0.ur View 
Vandalism unacceptable 
It seems to be a problem year after year. 
Residence hall vandalism is reported at the 
beginning of every fall semester. Students, often 
away from home for the first time, celebrate the new 
academic year by tearing down bulletin boards, 
throwing furniture off balconies, drawing graffiti on 
each other's doors and clogging up toilets. 
Ithaca College is home to some of the best and 
brightest young people in the country, yet a small 
number of these students cannot seem to handle the 
freedom of living on their own any better than five 
year olds. 
Where does this behavior come from? 
Most of these vandals just have a lack of 
respect and awareness for other people. Apart 
from the Garden Apartments, all the residence 
halls on campus are largely cooperative. They 
require a large amount of people to share a small 
amount of space, and this concept needs to be 
foremost in the minds of the students who live in 
them. 
The bulletin board that is ripped down affects 
every student who has to walk by, or through, the 
debris left behind. The door with the graffiti on it 
opens into someone's bedroom. The next person 
who walks through the bathroom door might want 
to use the sink covered with toilet paper and 
shaving cream. 
Residence halls are living spaces, homes away 
from home, and students should be comfortable 
and secure in their halls. 
Students simply need to ask themselves one 
question before damaging anything in any of the 
halls: "Would I do this in my own home?" The 
answer is always going to be: "No." 
Time to set a standard 
"First do no harm." 
A basic part of the medical Hippocratic Oath, 
this simple phrase should also be a guideline to 
any institution trying to enact positive change. It is 
this idea that should be behind the Ithaca College 
Environmental Society's push to get the Board of 
Trustees to accept a college wide environmental 
policy. 
ICES hopes to spur the college to address its 
environmental impact on a daily decision-to-
decision basis. If accepted, a comprehensive 
policy would require college administrators to 
consider the impact of their decisions on our 
environment. Instead of being in the background, 
and often lost in the daily grind, environmental 
issues would have immediate and constant 
consideration. 
Like a patient's health, there is nothing more 
basic than the quality of our environment. And it is 
important to note that the college has always been 
very considerate of these issues by encouraging 
recycling, composting as well as conserving green 
space on campus. 
ICES members' concern last week regarding the 
mahogany benches that were installed on the 
Campus Quad showed us that more can be done. It 
most likely never crossed administrators' minds that 
the mahogany bought for the benches was coming 
from rain forests in Africa - they were instead 
looking for the best wood for the project. If the board 
enacts a comprehensive policy, these questions will 
be considered first, before it is too late. 
A few benches may seem l(ke small potatoes, 
but ICES members are right in their realization 
that these small things can pile up. The board 
needs to act on this issue before a trickle 
becomes a flood. 
ITHACAN INFORMATION 
Lcuen to the editor are d11e by 5 p.m. the Mo11day before 
p11bltcatw11, and j/w11ld 11lcl11de name, pho11e rwmber, major and 
year of graduation. 
Leuers must be fl'lvcr than 250 words and typewritten. The 
llhacan resen·es the right to edit letters for length, c/anty and 
twte 11ie opmion editor will contact aO mdiv1d11als who s11bm11 
leucn 
Opllltons expre,sed on 1/zeje pagej do not necl'j.\Uflly reflect 
tho.1e of farn/ty, .11aff and admmis1rat1on. "Our View" reflects 
the t'dllonal opmwn ofThe Ithacan. 
A jlllf:le copv of The Ithacan is arwlablt• from cm alllhori~ed 
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,Hai/ms wldre11 269 Par!.. /-/all, Ithaca College, /tharn, N. Y. 
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World Wide Wl'IJ 11·11·11· 1tlwca.ed11/11/uin111 
HMM ... MAYBE 
VANDALISM IS 
GETTING OUT OF 
CONTROL. .. 
THURSDAY, SER.tE~BER 21,, 2000 
~ Letters ,~,
Bias needs sunshine refusal to print also hindering freedom of 
expression? 
Regarding the recent flap about your 
decision to discontinue coverage of bias 
incidents, I am reminded of Supreme Court 
Justice Louis Brandeis' wonderful dictum: 
"Sunlight is the best disinfectant." 
MARTY BROWNSTEIN 
Associate professor of politics 
Campus coverage online 
Just wanted to drop a quick note to say I 
really enjoy The Ithacan Online. I am a 1992 
graduate who has very little spare time to get 
up to IC to visit. 
So The Ithacan keeps me informed of the 
happenings on campus. Thank you for 
keeping the spirit alive! 
SETH ZUCKERMAN$ '92 
Scrawls are not speech 
I agree with the statement made in the 
Sept. 14 "Our View" column regarding the 
Bias-related incidents Committee that, "it 
is a mistake to fight intolerance by 
suppressing free speech," but not within the 
context of the article. 
While I believe free speech encompasses 
many forms of expression, most of the 
situations described in the bias-related 
incident reports cannot be protected under 
that umbrella. 
If a student on this campus wished to 
write and distribute an essay, give a speech in 
a class or at the Free Speech Rock, write a 
letter to the editor or engage in any number 
of other methods describing their beliefs, I 
would respect their fonn of expression. 
I may not accept their opinions, but I 
would be able to respect their attempt to 
convey an idea. Scrawling anonymous, 
derogatory comments, however witty, on a 
dry-erase board is not free speech; it is an act 
of blind hatred and cowardice. 
Apparently, these are not comparable to 
"real acts of hatred." The idea that these 
acts are reflections of some type of pseudo-
hatred is absurd. 
As a resident assistant, combating bias-
related incidents should be a top priority of 
the opinion editor. But nowhere in his 
nonsensical tirade against the Bias-related 
Incidents Committee does he propose an 
alternative method of addressing these 
issues. 
The decision of the editor-in-chief, in 
support of the article, to no longer print the 
bias-related incident reports seems socially 
irresponsible and hypocritical. Isn't a 
EMILY NAPIER '02 
BIGAYLA opposes view 
We, the Executive Board of BIGAYLA 
wish to express our extreme disappointment 
with The Ithacan regarding the "Our View" 
editorial and the accompanying cartoon that 
appeared in Sept. 14 issue. 
As an organization dealing with LGBTA 
issues, we were appalled at the inclusion of a 
cartoon that appeared in the Sept. 14 issue. 
You claim that the incidents reported by 
the committee are "meaningless" in compari-
son to "real acts of hatred". We know better 
than that. We experience these incidents 
every day, and they are real. 
Graffiti is the most common fonn of bias 
reported on campus. The city council of Ithaca 
unanimously passed an ordinance making 
bias-motivated graffiti (as well as other bias-
motivated acts) punishable by up to$ 1000 
fine, one year in prison, or both. Therefore it is 
clear how ignorant you are regarding the 
severity of this issue. 
You also state that the committee serves 
as a "thought police". Quite to the contrary, 
the committee only responds to incidents in 
which individuals feel threatened enough to 
report them, and only then after considera-
tion of context and intent. 
You say it is a mistake to fight intolerance 
by suppressing free speech.. Yet by censoring 
the bias reports you are depriving this cam-
pus of important information and jeopardiz-
ing the safety and well-being of all students, 
faculty and staff 
BIGAYLA remains committed to the bat-
tle against intolerance in any form. The truth 
can only be determined through the struggle 
between ides, free from the fear that certain 
points of view, however objectionable, will 
be silenced. 
RYAN PROSSER '03 AND 
JENNIFER ADDONIZIO '03 
Co-Presidents, 
DANIEL BAKER '03 
Vice-President and Treasurer, 
KRISTEN ELDRIDGE '03 
Secretary; 
AARON KAUFMANN '03 AND 
LIZ BATTAGLIA '02 
Co-Publicity Coordinators, 
MEL HALBERSTADT'03 AND 
BARBARA VULTAGGIO '03 
Co-Zap Coordinators, 
JENNIFER COOPERDOCK '01 AND 
STEPHEN ROYLANCE '01 
Co-events Coordinators and 
SHELLY FACENTE '02 
Campus Activities Liaison 
let your voice be heard! 
Sound off 
in The lthacan's opinion pages! 
Drop your letters off in Park Hall 269 
or e-mail them to ithacan@rthaca.edu. 
Letters are due by 5 p.m. on the Monday preceding publication and must be 250 
words or less. 
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~o<?'-X\et Only by reaching out 
~n's e can we halt depression 
Young people are supposed to 
be happy. That is an ideal, but not 
a reality. Many know only a 
world of depression. They have 
no one to talk to. They are alone. 
I learned from Counseling 
CenterDirector David Spano that 
35 percent of the students who 
BRADLEY 
LEVINE 
came to the 
Counseling 
Center last 
,-
s,& :• 
_(1··., 
A 
') 
Guest Writer 
year were 
depressed. 
According to 
the National 
College 
Health Risk 
Behavior 
Survey, 10 
percent of 
college 
students 
consider suicide. Suicide 
Awareness states that there has 
been a 300 percent increase in the 
suicide rate among college 
students over the last twenty-five 
years. 
JON KO/ THE ITHACAN 
STAFF PSYCHOLOGIST ELAINE POULIN, Ph.D., talks with a student in the counseling center locat-
ed on the ground floor of the Hammond Health Center. The center offers free counseling for students. 
This is a negative trend that 
calls for a solution. 
Unfortunately most depressed 
people have difficulty seeking 
help because they do not think 
anyone cares. A way to help these 
young people is to show them 
that others do care, by talking to 
them and encouraging them lo 
seek out a counselor. 
I have been depressed. My 
depression began in 1997 and 
continues to this day. When the 
depression set in, I blamed 
myself for what had happened. 
Walking through life felt like 
walking through purgatory. I 
wanted to be dead more than 
anything. Sadly, there was never 
an opportunity for me to voice 
my inner turmoil. My parents 
could not understand the problem 
and my friends avoided the topic. 
All I wanted was for someone to 
help end the pain. 
Signs that indicate a young 
person is depressed include a 
sadness that does not seem to go 
away, insomnia, sudden weight 
loss, and drug use. Depression can 
lead to suicide. That is why it is so 
important to speak to a depressed 
young person before thoughts of 
suicide begin to set in. 
While most students would 
like to help, they do not want to 
interfere in other people's lives. 
All I can say is that often times if 
you don't interfere personally, 
then no one ever will and the 
depression will just get worse. 
They will become more and more 
unable to communicate, and when 
the depression reaches its 
pinnacle, it will seem to them only 
way left to communicate is 
through suicide. Between eight 
and 25 suicides are attempted for 
every one completed. Suicide 1s 
used as an extreme form of 
communication by the depressed. 
In high school, I saw a 
counselor for an entire year to 
help me deal with my stress. This 
counselor talked to me and that 
made all the difference. 
Now in college, I have visited 
the Counseling Center and am 
seeing a counselor here as well. 
Already I feel a lot better than I 
did before. While my depression 
has not disappeared, talking about 
it has I esscned It. 
Reach out to the depre~~cd; 
they can't reach out to you. Mo~t 
young people want to talk about 
their problems but they need 
in1t1at1vc. If a friend or even a 
fellow student just talks to a 
depressed person then it will be 
the first step for htm to see a 
counselor and become happy 
again. If no one talks to a 
depressed person then the path to 
suicide will not be blocked. For 
those of you who are seeking 
help, the Counseling Center is 
always available and it even puts 
ads in The Ithacan regularly. 
Always remember that when you 
fall it is easier to rise when there 
is a hand to help you up. 
Bradley Levine is a freshman 
Englislz major. 
Debates and commentaries will appear in this spot each week. To have your voice heard, call Opinion Editor Jason Subik a·t 274-3208. 
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Bush favors -C./fre'edom; 
~ J~ @;t 
l 
ELIZABETH 
PETERSON 
C11111nh1111J1g 
i\'ntcr Gore wants security 
ADAM 
AURAND 
('011/11/1i1i111,: 
\\', /{("/' 
;\~ a college student, I often !ind myself ln,mg »leep o\·er thl'. 
111creasing problem, we wil I one day lace when nur generation 
reache~ the age tlf retirement. 
By 2030, with the baby bllomers retmng, thcrl'. will be twice a~ 
many elderly people as thc1e arc today; after 2032, the Social 
Security Tru~t F11nd wtll he cxh.tusted, and Social Security \\'Ill ha\'e 
only enough resllurce, to cove1 72 ccnh per clllllar ,lf prnm1»ed 
benctit, 
Al C1orc believe, that Social Secunty ,~ more than a gtl\'ernrnelll 
p10gram, that n i, commitment between generation~- The ,y~tcm 
,hould not be transformed into a lottery where people's money would 
be put into risky 111vestment!> that may or may not 
pay off. This 1s what Bush's propo,als wtll do. 
Bush's plan a!>sumcs that everyone 1!> a, 
knowledgeable as a stockbroker. Most people don't 
participate in the stock market and don't understand 
it, and even if they did, an underpnvdeged person 
1sn 't financially capable of making any real money 
m the stock market or with bonds. 
Social Security should mean exactly that it 
should be a system that provides security for 
everyone, not just the privtleged. 
Gore will use the budget surplus to do it instead of wasting It on 
a tax cut for the wealthy. Gore will also improve Social Security by 
establishing private accounts that taxpayers can put money mto, 
which the federal government will then match dollar for dollar. His 
plan uses long-term interest savings from the private accounts to 
extend the solvency of the system until 2054 and also have enough 
money left over to eliminate the national debt. 
I support Al Gore for President thts year because he is a man for 
all people, not just for the privileged. 
Elt-:.abetlz Peterson is a)ie1!t111a11 e111•iro11111e11tal sr11die.1111a1or 
Thniughmll h1" campaign, .-\1 Ciore ha, 111cd t<l ,lcrnll1111c ( ;, 1\ 
George \V. Bu»h·~ plan tll ~a\e Snc1al Secunty 
Bu"h wants to grant worke1!> thl'. lreedl>lll ll' dm:ct .1 ~mall 
percentage of their pay tli pcr,on:tl 1nvc,tments that \\uuld gll 111t.1 
account~ for their retirement. Thi~ option \\Ptild ht: :l\adahk .11 Jilt: 
111J1\'1dual\ d1scrc1Ior1 But \1 ho \\ot1ldn"t \1.1111 tu 1n1t:~t 1hcll 111,>llL'\ 
when the current sy~tem yield, 0111~ a I pL"rcent 1cturn' .-\ ,1111pk 
,,1\ 1ng~ :1ccount can y1L·!tl ,1\ t1Jl1c: that m11, h' 
( ,ore cal led the Republican plan "11,J,y ... .imi ".ud th.tt 11 \I, ,ul,1 111111 
the Soc1:tl Scnu II)' ~y~tem mto ,1 "'~y~t.:m 111 wm11c1 ~ .rnd I, ,,L·1 ,.· n L'l1 
th(iugh a ~11111lar plan had been cndur»ed by nlL'mher~ ,1t h1" ,11-r1 p.11t\ 
Recently though, (iore ha, changed h1~ tUllL' .ind 
now calls for a new plan that rnamtam" the cuncnt 
sy~tem and gives the taxpayer the optHHl to p,1~ llHlrL' 
money to the government. The government \I Ill then 
match th1~ with ~urplus money and put 11 aside mt11 a 
pnvatc account. 
Even at face value, Gore\ plan 1~ 111.idequ.1te 
bccau~e the ind1v1dual ha~ no control of the a,·count 
and both ~ides end up paying money that the~ 1<.'.ally 
don't have Believe 11 or not. the budget "\urplus" doc" 
not exist. Social Security grmscs a surplus, and that money 1~ u,ed as 
II has been used for the la~t 30 years to hide the »t11l-cont111umg deficit~ 
in general 1evenue. 
Gore's plan calls for pa~sing out "wrplu»" money along \I Ilh 
Social Secunty paychecks, when the money 1~ 1eally cum111g fiom 
the same place. The plan will only deplete the reserve~ twJCe as la!>! 
Thanks to the popularity of Bush's plan, both ~1de~ now agree 
that Social Security must be reformed. However. only Bu~h 1, 
willing to take the steps necessary by placmg control of the sy!>tcm 
m the hands of the people it serve~. 
Adam Aurand 1111ficsh111w11mir1111/1.111111u1101. 
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Co/11mn11/ 
Open your eyes 
to WTO situation 
La~! November, while 
thou"and~ ot !>tudent,. team,tt:r, 
and civil nght!> act1v1~ts \~ere 
protc~ting the \Vorld Trade 
01 ga111za1Ion \ conference 111 
Seattle, I wa!> probabl) ~lltmg 111 
my room with a beer and Stanley 
Kubrick's "J\ Clockwork 
Orange." Although I I-.ne\1 the 
protc~t wa, grnng llll, I had llll 
idea why throng, lll peopll'. \1 hti 
looked like they go1 lmt on the11 
way to a Ph1~h ,hm\ were 
coll\ ergmg in Seattle 
La~t week. the "1me people 
prepared to convene 111 Prague tor 
the World Bank and lnternat1onal 
Monetary Fund ,umrrnt Sept 26. I 
was s1ttmg in my ,ernor film 
theory class, viewing a 
documentary-of-so1b abllut what 
went down last fall in Oregon 
The film, titled "This 1s What 
Democracy Looks Like," piqued 
my mtere~t in the subJcct. 
I actually went to the library 
and researched the topic of the 
protests, and discovered that whtle 
the WTO, the World Bank and 11!> 
compatnots preach a message of 
free trade and global capttahsm, 
many think they are guilty of 
environmental and human rights 
violations. Policies of the WTO 
make 1t possible for sweatshop, Ill 
Thailand to employ worker~ at a 
nickel per hour who work an 80-
hour week. \\'orld Bank otfic1al, 
ins!Jluted a pay-your-own-way 
health care»: ~tern 111 Zambia. 
where ten, ot th(lU,antb ,1fpe,1plc. 
prnnanly mfanh. h:l\e died ,it 
ca,tly treatable d1"c,Ise, It 
bec:une clearc1 \I hy a "lgg~ 
Seattle T,1e"day .llt.:rn,1, 111 1u1 ned 
irllll ,I b:1tJicg1tH1fld 
I L·,111·t decide II 11·, hl'.nL'II, 1.tl 
tt> ihe pn,tc~IL'Is· ,,lllSL' th.!t \\L"-'L' 
cu11ently ~111.icl-. 111 the rn1,idlc ,ii ,t 
prL·,1dent1:tl ekc·Ji. 111 It", 
1111j'• 1"1 hie to , '\ c'I I, 1, ,].. ti 1.11 t hL· 
( 'I mt, 111 ,ldllllllh!! ,!t 1, 'ii i1.1, i'L'L'Jl 
thl' \\' ]'()\ b1~ge,: ''11'[11 <rlL'I 
11·, .1 I.tel I l1>\IL'\L"J.11h,11 ·'11lL'I 
I >jll ii 111, li,l \ L' "L''.'11 ;II l''L'llt,·d \1 1 
\(llL'J, 1 B,11h .\I (11>JL' .111,! ( i,·,11~,· 
\\ Bu,h ,t.111d till .. IIL'C !1.1dc·.· 
and ,1111\ ( t!L"C:ll j',lll\ ,.111.!1,:.'IL' 
R,t11,1i "\:1clc1 "upp,>1h IhL· '\,111,111.il 
l..1h,11 ( ',,111llliltL'c'·, ·,1\L"st1;a,11•11, 
li]Jll [,1!,, II .thlhL"' .!' •'!"],: '.h1' 
II 1 >1 [,] ',, 1 1 •Ile: , >ill , ,! ! hi ,·c· 
,ll.. ~lh'\\ IL·d.__:L''- th.11 "' 11 ]h'lh:1L ... :, 
\\II 'llf 
l\L'C,'Iilh. lhL· \\ I () 11,1, hc'L'll '!l 
nego11.1111,n, 1,1,tll,>\1 t 11111.1 
rncmbe1,h1p 111 Ih ,C:L'IL't1,e httlt: 
c·luh The \\'hlle l l,iu,,: 1' 1r1 l.t\111 
()! the add1t11ir1 of( ·11111.1. ,l 1.1p1d 
!L11 n:uound trom :\p1 II I lJ<)lJ II hL'll 
Clinwn refu"ed a tr.idc .igreement 
propu:..ed by Ch1nl'."e P1enner /hu 
Rong_11. Thi~ "ly p1cal though I 
WI II llllt be "urpn"ed Ir ne\t \\ eel-.. 
v1deu clip, nf rv1r l"lmtun 
cla1mmg. ··t did not have 11ade 
1clatH1n" \\ 1th Zhu R,,n):!JI .. tluod 
rnir TV ~crcen» 
The )2,>vernment ,huuld peel 
the un1tin ~i..111~ off uf It~ eyL', 
.ind ~ec there a1e 1n_Ju!>I1ce~ 
being cornrn1tteJ at th<.'. ham!, "t 
the \\'TO and W,Hld B,tnl-_ lt 
would be a "tep 1r1 tht: right 
d1rect1on 
Kevin Flinn is a senior cinema 
and photography major. 
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Beat the Buzzer! 
Join the ResLife Team! 
The Office of Residential Life is now accepting applications for the RA position. 
rzl = 6,05:3.00/year. ~ (credited to student account and applied to room and boared) 
~ " llm . = free local service and voice mait 
m = the experience you need to succeed! 
Pick up an application from Res. Life or any Area, Satellite or RD office. 
Applications must be turned in to the Residential Life Office on the second floor of the 
East Tower on these dates: 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., Oct. 9 & I 0 
Call 4 - 3141 for more information. Or visit us at www.ithaca.edu/ra 
Student Activities Board 
TONIGHT 
at 8 p.m. in the Pub 
See your friends DUKE it out! 
r·-----·- -
I 
i 
' J \•I I r ~ 'f" • 
_:_-~ · _:_ · Qtfute of the.week 
-f'cqr,r·'actually go to Collegetown 
·B~ls and enjoy a good lunch without 
drawing a lot of attention to myself. 
Matt Damon won't be able to do that! 
- Roger Stem, writer of the bestseller 
''The Life and Death of Superman." 
DC COMICS CHARACTERS like 
The Flash (above), Superman and 
Batman (right) and Booster Gold 
(below with unnamed villain) were 
used by the Ithaca Comic Book 
Club to draw people into Ithacan 
25, an annual comic book conven-
tion Saturday in downtown Ithaca. 
,, 
Thursday 
The lthaean -_. .. t . .· .. 
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Ithaca hosts 
comic book 
convention 
BY ZEESHAN SALAHUDDIN 
Contributing Writer 
e 
Comic Book 
Club tries to 
accomplish a 
number of 
goals through 
the Ithacons 
every year. It 
invites artists 
to interact 
with fans, 
hold auctions 
and sell 
action figures 
other 
0 
enhance 
the scope 
of public under-standing 
comic book culture. 
"We try to make people realize 
that comics arc not just muscular 
super heroes wnh bubbles com mg out 
of their mouths," Turner said. "They 
have a soul, they tell a story, they 
convey a message." 
Carmen Marlo, assistant 
coordinator of the Ithacon, said the 
most conventional stereotype people 
have about comics today is that they 
ate only for kids. She said comics are 
perhaps the best combination of visual 
and verbal entertainment, like a cross-
section between a movie and a book. 
"In addition to jazz, comic book 
culture rn its present form 1s one of the 
few pure inv~nt1ons of Amenca," 
Marlo said. "Sadly. pcopk don't 
realize anymore how important 
comics are as a part of our culture." 
The first room upsta1r:-, at the 
convention displayed rnemorahilia 
from previous Ithacon,. In the 
artwork, the city of Ithac1 oftt.:n 
replaccJ the u:-,ual hackgmund:-, of 
tvktropolts and other f1ct1onal ut1t.::-, 
"The Fla:-,h" zrnimed pa,t tht.: 
Common:-, and "Superman" ,,11ed ,1 
g11 I 111:-,1Jc the Home Dairy 
ln:-,1de the convt.:nt1on lull. 1.111, ,u, 
comic,. action figure,, po,tt.:1, and 
badge:-, fur sak lint.:d the walls Thert.: 
were :-,upcrhero comic:-,, we:-,tern 
comic:-,, 
trom 
and 
and 
even ,omc 
ant I q u e 
tssue:-,'i'rnm 
the 1940:-,. 
In the 
middle of the hall. the 
artists and writers sat for fan~ to 
meet them. They displayed their 
ongmal and magazine artwork and 
autographed any piece of paper that 
fans brought. Some of these arti:-,b 
might be called the god:-, of the comic 
book mdustry, or as freshman Jame, 
Darling said, "the James Cameron:-, 
and the John Woos of comics." 
Fans greeted the legendary EC 
Comics arti~t Al Williamson when 
they first entered the hall. Wtll1am:-,on 
is currently mkmg Marvel Comic:-,· 
·'Spider-Girl" a:-, well as numemu:-, 
magazine CO\ers. Williamson. whll 
has been in the busmess for owr 5~ 
years, is be:-,t kmm n for Im, work 011 
science fiction ,md cla:-,:-,1c Star W,ll', 
comic». 
Roger Ste111. the renowned 11 ntc1 
of the nmel "The Life and Death ,>I 
Superman." 1:-, a rc:-,1dent of Ithaca and 
a local cdd1i 1iy who ha:-, been ,1 
:-,ucce!>»ful comic huok wnter t1,1 ::'.5 
yt.:ars. 
"It\ 111cc k:1ng this kind ,,1 :1 
celcbnty." Stc111 ,.11d "1\o llnc h1g, 
me. kt ,tillnc ,1,il~, my hou,L' .11 
midnight I L·.tn .ictuall: !!I, i,, 
Collegc:tlm 11 B.t!!L'I, ,ind cn_1, ,:, .1 i.'' ,, ,d 
lunch 111tlwu1· :1,1111ng ,1 l,11 '" 
.1ttent1on ll> 1111 ,e1! \latt 1),11111"1 
11 on't he able It, ,1 , 11,11 , .. 
The c,1rn1c b, 1, 1 1, ,11cd1um 111,11 111>1 
be a:-, large-,cak .1, tele11:-,11rn. but 11 
ha:-, ib own 1de11t1t:, ,ind 11npo1t,1nce 
,; 
MICHAEL SCHRAMM/THE ITHACAN 
JOE ORSEK FINISHES off a caricature of Conan the Barbarian for a fan 
Saturday at lthacon 25 downtown. Orsek is a comic artist from Syracuse. 
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PHOTOS BY M1CHAEL SCHRAMM/ 
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ABOVE: SINGER MAX 
COLLINS of Eve 6 dances 
with the microphone and 
leads the crowd to jump 
around Emerson Suites 
Saturday night. Nearly 700 
people attended the show, 
76 percent of whom were 
Ithaca College students. 
The Bureau of Concerts 
sponsored this event 
which was the featured 
performance this fall. 
RIGHT: GUITARIST JOHN 
SIEBELS of Eve 6 flaunts 
his Army shi-1 and his 
technical dexterity. 
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 28, 2000 
ABOVE: MATTHEW FRpM OPM jumps up and 
down on stage. The band opened the concert and 
played songs from their debut album, "Menace to 
Sobriety," including the radio hit "Heaven is a 
Half-Pipe." 
ABOVE RIGHT: MATTHEW OF OPM tops Captain 
Crunch with whiskey before eating the mixture. 
RIGHT: BRENDAN B. BROWN of Wheatus played 
his band's breakthrough single, "Teenage 
Dirtbag." 
ve 6 
sinks 
• into 
night 
-One-hit-wonders 
miss music mark 
with lewd humor 
and cliche songs 
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BY JEFF MILLER 
Senior Writer 
t must be hard to be a good looki_ng kid with 
a major label record deal. Just look at the 20-
something members of Eve 6, who played 
to a packed house Saturday night. Scowling 
songs of theirs hke "Adrenaline" are 
packed with the opaque, rock-star angst that has 
unfortunately become the norm in alternative rock 
music. It's hard to take seriously a band that does-
n't even crack a smile while singing, "waiting for 
the month of come what May/I smelled you on my 
shirt today." 
Unfortunately, that's exactly what Eve 6 ex-
pected its audience to do at the Emerson Suites as 
part of a triple-billed show that looked like a night 
full of energy and aggression, but ended up being 
an evening of one-hit-wonders trying desperate-
ly to hold onto fans, even as they ran away. 
OPM kicked the night off wrong with a set full 
of rock cliche and just-plain-dumb songs, includ-
ing their radio hit "Heaven is a Half-Pipe." Singer-
rapper Matthew (aka Shakey Lo the Kreation Kid 
- no, I'm not making this up) posed his way 
through tracks from their debut "Menace to So-
briety" wearing a backwards baseball hat and fa-
cial p1ercin~s that at first glance made him look 
hke· a poor~rnan's Fred Durst. but on do~er in-
spection exuded more of the '"wanna-be-a-gang-
ster-but-I' m-rcally-rnore-of-a-dork" vibe that the 
Back~treet Boys' A.J. has made a science. They 
- like their probable idol, Ernmern - may try to 
hide their real status as substance-less pretty-boy 
pin-ups by making lewd comments about Britney 
Spears, but nobody in the audience was fooled -
except for the 14-year-old girls in the front row. 
Wheatus won the_nice-guy award for the night, 
inviting 11-year-old Casey Grey on stage with them 
(after an awkward moment of mistaken gender 
identity, which singer Brendan B. Brown covered 
for relatively well) for most of their Weezer-esque 
set, which was by far the best of the night. 
Although songs like "Pretty Girl" should inspire 
the Violent Femmes to sue for copyright in-
fringement, the group still managed to exude-a ma-
turity that neither of the other bands could 
muster, and percussionist/accordion/banjo player 
Phil A. Jimenez wowed the crowd with both his 
instrumental prowess and physical gymnastics. The 
band's range is nothing to shout about, but their 
aw-shucks attitude and trampoline-taut tightness 
was at least enjoyable to watch. 
If Wheatus are second-generation geeks, Eve 
6 are eighth-generation morons. Prettyboy smger 
Max Collins learned all his moves in the rock-star-
wankery school of singing, pumping up the ado-
lescent crowd by looking disenchanted and flip-
ping his hat around. On the rare occasions that 
Collins spoke to the audience, it was usually to brag 
about his sexual prowess and how- it related to an 
upcoming song - a tactic that even the Blood-
hound Gang realizes requires a sense of humor to 
be effective. 
My personal favorite quote of the night (said, 
like all the rest, without even a hint of a smile): 
"despite what the old folks say, we wrote this one." 
That was right before the band - Collins, guitarist 
Jon Siebels, drummer Tony Fagenson and a hired-
for-the road bassist named, simply, Gabe -
launched into "Leaving On a Jetplane." John Den-
ver, now's the time to roll over. 
The group spent most of their SO-minute set 
playing sound-alike. pallid, pseudo-punk songs 
from both their debut album and this year's "Hor-
rorscope." Their allotted time started with ··Re"-
cue," Horrorscope's first track, which contain~ the 
lyrics "Like Jcs~ica Rabbit/She collect~ bad 
habits." Yes, V1rgm1a, these guys are serious. 
Most of thl! sold-out crowd d1dn 't ~eem to care, 
though, pumping their fist~ when Collins com-
manded them to (and he needed to command them 
- without any prompting the audience d1d11 't even 
cheer) and holding up lighter~ when .. well, when 
Collins commanded them. 
None of" the Ithaca College student attendees I 
spoke to were even passive fans of the band; most 
were there bemuse, as sophomore Sean Puglisi said, 
"it was somethmg we could do. and not have to walk 
too far [to do it]." 
Although the Bureau of Concerts reports that 
76 percent of the tickets were sold to Ithaca Col-
lege students, the audience members most excit-
ed to be there were the high-schoolers in the front 
three rows. 
In a mainstream musical climate full of both pas-
sion and uninspired mediocrity, Eve 6 and their ilk 
fall squarely into the latter category. Maybe Eve 
6 should call 1-800-collect and get a clue. 
ABOVE: PHIL A. JIMENEZ of Wheatus bashes the bongos and sings --
backup vocals. Jimenez played over a dozen percussion instruments in 
the set. 
BELOW: TOURING BASSIST GABE of Eve 6 was hired to give singer Max 
Collins the chance to focus on his vocal performance. 
~ir-·· 
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Ian Schachner 
Finance '02 
Hometown: Cedarhurst, 
N.Y. 
What is the most exotic/ 
interesting place you 
have traveled to? 
Montego Bay, Jamaica, 
with Hollis, Queens, a close 
second. 
What do you do when you 
feel like indulging? 
Order a Black Angus steak 
at Little Joe's, and a Simian 
Surprise for dessert. 
What's the craziest thing 
you did this summer? 
Due to conflict with federal 
and state laws, no com-
ment. 
If you could imprison 
anyone in the world who 
would it be? 
The head of Ithaca enroll-
ment, for thinking that over 
6,000 students would fit. 
If walls could talk, what 
would your walls say? 
With my luck they would be 
as boring as most of my 
professors. 
r 
Healer to teach practices 
Nigel Mumford, a leader in the 
pr-actice of healing prayer, will 
speak at tlle college on Tuesday. 
Starting at 7:30 p.m. m Emerson 
Suites, the seminar "Discovering 
the Healer in You'_' will begin· a six-
day series of· community events 
centered around healing through 
prayer. It is free a_nd open to the 
public. 
Sessions planned with Mum-
ford will continue at IO a.m. on 
Thursday, with "Blocks to Healing 
and Beyond" in the Klingenstein 
Lounge. This session is specifically· 
aimed at pastors and health pro-
fessionals, though all are welcome. 
Also on Thursday, there will be a 
"Service of Prayer and Healing" at 
Muller Chapel at 7 p.m. 
On Oct. 7,~there will be a day-
long session titled, "Practices of 
Healing Prayer" beginning at 9 
a.rn. This progr~m discusses the 
variety of healing prayer practices. 
Registration is required by 
Thursday. The price for admission 
will be $10, and includes a com-
pliment;i.ry lunch. 
Mumford will host a morning 
worship service at IO a.m. on Oct. 
8, and a session called, "An In-
structional Service of Healing 
Prayer" to close the event. During 
this healing service he will wel-
come questions and discussion 
from audience members. 
For more information, contact 
Eileen Winter at 274-3 I 85. To 
learn more about Mumford and the 
Oratory, visit his Web site: 
www.cysol.com/oratory. 
--:., ~ .. :: _ _;_ Northeastern 
Graduate School of Professional Accounting 
617-373-3244 • www.cba.neu.edu/gspa 
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COURTESY OF NIGEL MUMFORD 
HEALER NIGEL MUMFORD places a hand an unidentified woman's head. Mumford is a leader In the prac-
tice of using prayer to heal spiritual and physical illness. He will lead seminars on campus next week. 
Orchestra to play Mozart 
The Ithaca College Chamber 
Orchestra will perform at 8: 15 p.m. 
on Tuesday in Ford Hall in the 
James J. Whalen Center for Mu-
sic. The orchestra, conducted by 
music Professor Grant Cooper 
will perform "Three Latin Amer-
ican Sketches" by Aaron Copland 
and "Symphony No. 38 in D 
(Prague)" by Wolfgang Amadeus 
Mozart. The concert is free and 
open-to the public. 
Bands to perform works 
by Copland and Bach 
On Wednesday, the Symphon-
ic Band and the Concert Band will 
perform at 8: 15 p.m. in Ford Hall 
in the James J. Whalen Center for 
Music. The Symphonic Band, di-
rected by music Professor Henry 
Neubert will perform "Toccata and 
Fugue in D Minor" ·by J.S. Bach 
and "The Red Pony" by Aaron 
Copland. The Concert Band, di-
rected by Associate Professor 
Mark Fonder, will also perform a 
Copland work, "An Outdoor 
Overture," and a piece by Bach, 
"Who Puts His Trust in God 
Most Just" plus a piece by ·oan 
Welker titled "Zion." The concert 
is free and open to the public. 
Come learn more about our program at the 
Graduate and :Professional" Fair at Emerson Suites. 
Thursday, October 5 from -10:00 am - 1 :30 pm. 
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Film series strives to show differences 
BY CAROLINE RODRIGUEZ 
Contributing Writer 
Dream-like experimental video art, leg-
endary African music and teenage sexuali-
ty collide in the Cinema on the Edge film se-
ries that will be shown in the Park Audito-
rium this semester. 
"We are looking to look at cinematic form, 
which push the edge of our common con-
ception of cinema," Cinema and Photogra-
phy Professor Patricia Zimmermann said. 
Zimmermann, with Assistant Professor 
Christina Lane and Associate Professor 
Gina Marchetti, both cinema and photogra-
phy, supervise the dynamic film series. 
The six film presentation provides "a bet-
ter understanding and appreciation of pub-
lic programs outside of Park School," Mar-
chetti said. 
Even though the films are required for two 
courses, Introduction to Aesthetics and 
Analysis of Film, and Selected Topics in 
Global Cinema since 1945, they are relevant 
to the general community and student body. 
Zimmermann said that when people are in 
a theater, the outside world comes in through 
the films. The audience is able to "immerse 
themselves" in the culture being studied. 
COURTESY OF THE OFFICE OF PUBLIC 
INFORMATION 
''.THE DAV STASH I RAN OUT OF HONEY" 
by Sonia Bridge is one of the animated 
films being shown as a part of the series. 
"[Without this], it would be like studying 
music without ever seeing anything in a live 
perfonnance," she said. 
This larger audience atmosphere wrestles 
with the increasingly private tendency of to-
day's singly-p~ckaged media. 
The series uses the public arena, Zim-
mermann said, because "we want the pub-
lic programs to be pedagogically and intel-
lectually anchored in a curriculum. Programs 
on campus need t0 be connected to the in-
tellectual work students are doing." 
Marchetti said she also feels it is valu-
able for students to have the opportunity "to 
see the wide variety of films shown in this 
series, from a documentary to a feature 
film." 
The three cinematic instructors oversee-
ing the six piece collage rely on a single 
theme tying the works together. Zimmermann 
said the connection is a willingness to bring 
the films and topics to, if not over, the edge 
of familiar cinematic perception. 
"Our definition of the edge is never do 
everything in the program that's the same, 
going for a lot of vibrations, and a lot of dif-
ferences so that the artists, scholars and pan-
els of films that we do have the sense of be-
ing polyphonic," Zimmermann said. 
Collaboration with the Center for the 
Study of Culture, Race and Ethnicity and the 
School of Music adds a global spin to these-
ries. "La Vie Est Belle" was filmed in the 
Congo and Belgium, and "The Harder They 
Come" was filmed in Jamaica. The two films 
will be shown as part of "Reverberations: 
Music of the African Diaspora." 
Tanya Saunders, assistant provost for 
special programs, said she feels these ear-
lier works have historical value for any au-
dience. 
"[The films could] be a part of the be-
ginning of [the audience's] desire to learn 
more ~bout the African culture and history 
[and] viewing us as a productive member of 
Ithaca College 
. -
. 
'-". ': 
COURTESY OF THE OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFORMATION 
The CINEMA ON THE EDGE MOVIE SERIES will offer differing cinematic styles by 
diverse artists. Director Elida Schogt will be presenting her film "Zyklon Portrait." 
the world community," Saunders said. 
Zimmermann said it's important for peo-
ple to expenence a film screemng in a large 
group, rather than by themselves. The in-
crease m one-on-one, computer and per-
sonal media threatens the vitality of pub-
lic entertainment, including movies, theater 
and even musical performances, she said. 
The Cinema on the Edge series, however, 
differs greatly from mainstream media. 
"[We want to] provide you with something 
you couldn't get w11hout u, a, a tour 
guide," Zimmermann ~aid. "Th 1, 1, not I ltke I 
a Hollywood Video store." 
The senes begin~ at 7 p.m on Monday m 
Park Hall Audllonum with X1mena 
Cuevas's ··Artifacts, Artifice and Alchemy." 
For a complete schedule of the films, vis-
it the Cinema on the Edge Web site at 
www.1thaca.edu/publ1catmn,/spots/coteOO 
() ~dJfZAVUifUf 
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Internal Transfer 
Opportunities 
There will be an informational 
meeting for students interested in the 
possibility of transferring into 
Occupational Therapy 
Applications will be available 
at the meeting. 
Monday, October 16th 
. at 7:00 p.m. 
Room 203, 
CHS 
EXPERT 
SALES & 
SERVICE 
AUTHORIZED 
FACTORY 
SERVICE 
IN & OUT OF 
Voted by Ithaca Journal Readers WARRENTY ON ALL 
THE BEST MAJOR BRANDS 
.._v_o_T_E_D_N_O_. _1_s_1N_C_E_19_B_9__. FOR 20 YEARS I 
PANASONIC 
HOME MINI SYSTEM 
BLOWOUT! 
I ~ . 
SC PM20 
1. Super Woofer Speaker System 
with Advanced Bi - Amp Configuration 
2. Power Glide Control Panel 
3. New Bright Blue Illumination 
@_•r 
225 S. FULTON STAT RT.11.\, 2TT_490 ITHACA• NEXT TO AGWAY 
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¥.ovie 
~mes 
The following is valid Friday 
through Thursday. Times 
ar~ subject to change. 
Cinemapolis 
The Commons 
277-6115 
Cecil B. Demented - 9:35 
p.m. Saturday and 
Sundays- 4:35 pm. 
Jesus' Son - 7:30 p.m. 
Saturday and Sundays-
2:30 p.m. 
Tao of Steve - 7:30 p.m. 
and 9:35 p.m. Saturday and 
Sundays- 2:30 p.m. and 
4.35 p.m., 7·30 pm. and 
9.35 pm. 
Fall Creek 
1201 N. Tioga St. 
272-1256 
Bittersweet Motel - Friday 
and Saturday- 7:15 p.m., 9 
p.m. and 10:30 p.m. 
Sunday through Thursday-
7:30 p.m. and 9:35 p.m. 
Chicken Run - 7: 30 p.m. 
Saturday and Sundays-
2:30 p.m. 
Chuck and Buck- 9:35 
p.m. Saturday and 
Sundays- 4:35 p.m 
Love and Sex - 9:35 p.m. 
Saturday and Sunday- 4:35 
p.m. 
Saving Grace - 7:30 p.m. 
Saturday and S~ndays-
2:30p.m. 
Ithaca Cinema 10 
Pyramid Mall 
257-2700 
Almost Famous - 1 p.m., 
1.15 p.m., 3:40 p.m. and 4 
p.m. 
Bring it On - 1 :30 p.m., 
3:55 p.m., 6:45 p.m., 9 p.m. 
and 11 p.m. 
The Cell- 1 :10 p.m., 3:35 
pm , 6·40 p.m., 9.05 p.m. 
and 11 25 pm. 
Nurse Betty -1 ·25 p.m , 
3·50 pm , 6:35 p m , 9 pm. 
and 11·20 pm 
Remember the Times -
1 10 p m . 3 45 p m , 6 40 
pm , 9 25 p m and 11 40 
pm 
Urban Legends - 1 pm . 
3 20 p m , 7 p m . 9 1 5 p m 
and 11 30 pm 
The Watcher - 1 :20 p.m , 
3 3Q.P m . 6:55 p.m , 9.20 
p.m. and 11 :15 p.m. 
What Lies Beneath - 1 05 
pm . 3 50 p.m , 6·30 pm .. 
9·10pm ancl11·35pm 
Woman on Top - 1 20 
p m . 3 25 p.m , 7·05 p m . 
9 20 p.m. and 11 · 10 p m 
Ithaca Cinema 4 
Triphammer Mall 
266-0717 
Autumn in New York -
1:30 pm, 4:15 pm., 6.50 
pm. and 9·30 p.m. 
Bait- 9 p.m. 
Scary Movie - 1 "45 p.m , 
4:30 p.m. and 7 p.m. 
The Original Kings of 
Comedy - 1 15 p.m., 4 
pm , 6:40 p.m. and 9·20 
pm 
Space Cowboys - 1 p m , 
3:45 p m , 6.30 p.m. and 
9:10 p.m. 
The Ithacan Rating System 
·.'< 
-.', ·. '< 
·.',. '<. '< 
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Poor 
Fair 
Good 
Excellent 
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Fairy tale finds new remedy· 
Ancient gods 
help woman 
take control 
of sickness 
BY KIM AYER 
Staff Writer 
The title "Woman on Top" can 
be interpreted in a number of 
ways. 
Without 
knowing 
anything 
abot,Jt the ~tory, it can easily be mis-
read as a movie laced with feminist 
undertones. However, five minutes 
into this frothy film, it 1s clear that 
11 would never even dream of 
touching such a sober subject. The 
movie is not meant to be taken se-
riously at all. 
"Woman on Top" completely 
ignores narrative convention by 
centering its story around the 
forces of primitive gods and 
magic. 
This fairy tale begins in Brazil 
with Isabella (Penelope Cruz), a 
beautiful woman plagued by a se-
vere case of motion sickness. 
Over the years, she learns that the 
only way to remedy this problem 
1s to be "on top." Whenever Isabella 
takes control of the motion in her 
life, which applies to everything 
from driving a car to having sex, 
she has no problem keeping her 
food down. 
To compensate for her ailment, 
COURTESY OF WWW FOXSEARCHLIGHT COMIWOMANONTOPMOVIE 
AFTER STARING IN a number of Pedro Almodovar movies, Penelope Cruz tries to follow Pedro 
Banderas' lead and spark a movie career in Hollywood. "Woman on Top" is her first U.S. release. 
a sea goddess gives her the gift of 
cooking, which leads her into the 
restaurant business and the arms of 
a handsome charmer named Ton-
inho (Murilo Benicio). 
After a few years of marriage, 
Toninho cheats on Isabella, 
claiming that his masculinity has 
been threatened from always be-
ing on the bottom. When she finds 
out, Isabella goes directly to San 
Francisco to stay with a transves-
tite friend (Harold Perrineau Jr.) 
from her childhood. Together, 
they pray to the sea goddess to give 
Isabella the strength to forget her 
husband, who constantly invades 
her thoughts. 
Not long after her arrival in Cal-
ifornia, she begins working as a 
cooking instructor and is spotted by 
a television producer (Mark 
Feuerstein) who falls madly in 
love with her. He insists she do a 
cooking show, which instantly be-
comes a smash hit with all the men 
in the city. Just when all is going 
well, Toninho resurfaces and begs 
Isabella to come back to him. His 
intrusion into her life forces her to 
choose between the new and the old 
Isabella. 
lovestruck worshipper of Isabella, 
his character could just as easily 
have been played by a cardboard 
cutout. Perrineau, who played the 
colorful transvestite." is the only 
character who truly tits into these 
flamboyant surroundings. 
Unfortunately for Cruz, her 
face will most likely never get the 
chance to be seen by the majority 
of movie-goers. Falling victim to 
the same mistake as "Simply Irre-
sistible," this film asks too much of 
an audience that will not be able to 
relate to such ridiculous plotline~ 
and special effects. An underwater 
scene toward the end involving Is-
abella, a mermaid and a ~ac1itice e~-
pecially forces an extreme leap of 
the imagination. Tones would 
have been better off taking a ~ub-
tler route with this subject mattc1 
as Alfonso Arau.did with his film 
"Like Water for Clrncolatc ·· 
Though 11 certainly will nut hu1 l 
Cruz·s re1fotat1on, th1, movie will 
never be "on top" at the box otficc 
COURTESY OF WWW FOXSEARCHUGHT COMNJOMANONTOPMOViE 
IN "WOMAN ON TOP," Isabella overcomes her motion sickness by 
making sure she is always physically on top, including sexually. 
This movie was obviou~ly 
meant to be C,uz·~ "Pretty 
Woman," thrusting her onto Amer-
ican ,crcen~ after acting primarily 
in Spanish films. Director Fina Tor-
res makes the rrHiv1e extremely light 
on the ,tory side to make room for 
a, many close-ups of Cruz as pos-
,1bk. This focw, on her drown~ out 
most of the ,upportmg ca~t. whose 
character, are ~o one-d1mens1onal 
that they do nnt matter. 
h:uer,tcm is one of the many ac-
lrn s to be crushed by the over-
whclrrnng 11nagc of Ciuz ;\, the 
Woman 011 Top 11 d11cC1i'd Ii\ F11w 
Torre.1 and T/111'1 r\' Arboga,r Ir 11·11.1 
/IIOd11ced hr N1111c., !'11/011111 u11tl 
1\la11 Poul "/ hi' fi/111 11111.1 1'1•11clo11e 
Cm::. t111tl Murdo 8e11u 1. Ir 11 u 1· 
11·n1te11 b_, \'em !Jlu11. 
Nurse Betty confused by fantasy 
BY JOSH JACOBS 
Siu// \\'rucr 
Neil L1Bute\ thml tcaturc 
tilm blend, "1ppy melodrama, dry 
humor and ,ome di,turbing act, of 
v10lence. 
tilr: :~n~ I 
ter;, on _ 
13 et t y 
(Renee Zellweger), a diner waitress 
in a small m1d-we,t town, who 1s 
infatuated w11h a hospital soap 
opera and II;, leading man, George 
(Greg Kinnear). After witne,sing 
the brutal murder of her adulterous 
husband, Betty\ trauma leads her 
to believe that George's character, 
David, is her ex-fiance and that the 
soap opera is reality. What ensues 
1s a cross-country excursion as Bet-
ty ~earche~ for her "former beau." 
"Nurse Betty" examines how 
viewer~ are ,omet1mes confu~ed 
with the on and off-screen perwnas 
of actors. This point is soon h,t in 
an absurd farce that fails to capture 
\\ hat could be a very effei.:tn e d,u :._ 
comedy Ill par with the 1991 !!Im. 
··M1,e1y .. llntrntunatel;, L,1Bt1te 
,cems contu,ed as to what angle he 
wants to take, opt111g for po111tle~, 
,cenes that do not advance the plot. 
I le gradually loses smoothness 
and elegance from the opemng ,eg-
ment, which actually showed 
promise. L • 
The great performance~ the di-
rector get~ from the actors are at 
times overshadowed by boring 
and monotonous camerawork. At 
least La Bute's previous films had 
sharp dialogue and thought-pro-
voking stones that flowed well. As 
"Nurse Betty" progresses, the 
overall premise becomes more 
unraveled, and the movie ends up 
resembling a bad soap opera. 
Nurse Betty is writtell by Johll C. 
Richards alld directed bv Neil 
LaB1tte. Produced by Moni-::. Bor-
man and Ste1•e Colin, the film fea-
t1tre1 Re!lee Zellweger. Mo,;f{all 
Freedman and G,eg K11111ea1: 
COURTESY OF WWW NURSE-BETTY COM 
"NURSE BETTY" EXPLORES the lines that separate reality and fanta-
sy, as a soap opera viewer starts to believe that an actor is her fiance. 
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'Mousey' band riles crowd 
• 1ve 
USIC 
BY GREG STORMS 
Staff Writer 
At New York City's Irving 
Plaza last Friday night, Isaac 
Brock, the singer/guitarist of 
Modest Mouse, had a striking mo-
ment. As he leaned back and 
hammered upon his guitar at an ec-
static point in the show, Brock 
found his face in the glow of a fan-
cy laser spotlight. An amused 
look crossed over his face, and his 
eyes opened to reveal what his 
thoughts must have been. 
"We have a laser show!" 
When the 1nten~11y couldn't get 
any greater. Brock tell to Im 
knees, becommg a guitar-faced 
monster of rock, ~creammg almost 
intelligibly into the instrument\ 
pickups. 
With every song, including 
'Teeth Like God\ Shoeshine," 
"Truckers Atlas," "Alone Down 
There" and "Breakthrough," 
Modest Mouse did their live 
thing - reproducing tracb accu-
rately but with a vehemence not 
quite present on recordings. 
As for quiet ~ongs, there were: 
a few hke the Brock solo "Wild 
Packs of Family Dogs" that gave 
the set well-deserved downtime. 
One of the best moments came 
when Brock, bassist Eric Judy, 
drummer Jeremiah Green and 
Perringer combined an old ~ong 
with a new one. 
For Modest Mouse, playing two 
nights of packed houses in the city 
of cities isn't a huge jump after 
seven years of climbing its way 
through the ranks of Northwest in-
die-rock. But there are always re-
minders, like the lasers, of how far 
they've come. 
COURTESY OF SONY MUSIC 
MODEST MOUSE PLAYED many songs from its latest album, "the 
moon & antarctica," in New York City last Friday night. 
Just as the quiet, harmonic-dri-
ven "Dramamine" was settling into 
the no-man's land of no lyrics and 
no guitar melody, the band subtly 
shifted, inserting the emotional 
peak of "Life Like Weeds" before 
moving back into the melody of 
"Dramamine." 
Openers The Shins, a four-piece 
band that produced some shim-
mery pop driven by a keyboard 
and tenor vocals, came on around 
8:30 p.m. A trio of Modest 
Mouse's fellow Northwestemers, 
764-HERO, gave a powerful 45-
minute set as well. 
After a tense, cramped wait for 
a crowd that nervously ignored the 
mid- '90s Stan Brakhage films 
playing idly on a screen that 
blocked the stage between 
bands, Modest Mouse went on at 
10:45 p.m. 
enough material to fill a set with 
show-stoppers, Friday night was 
particularly potent. After a boun-
cy "Paper Thin Walls," the spare, 
warm guitar of "Talking S*** 
About a Pretty Sunset" fueled the 
crowd's yells. Hearing this song (a 
fan favorite from the first album) 
was an event, as earlier this year 
Brock was "in the middle of re-
learning it." 
with reverence. 
As if that weren't enough to 
keep everyone in bliss, the band 
then dove straight into "3rd Plan-
et," a song of comparable effect. 
After these more elegant 
songs, Modest Mouse moved 
into the raw power of full-out rock 
mode, and nowhere was this 
more present than in their extend-
ed "Doin' the Cockroach." All 
gave way to Brock - clad in a 
soaked-through flannel, his hands 
effortlessly ripping the guitar 
apart - as he plowed his un-
worldly bellow through the climax 
of the song. 
The fortunately moshophob1c 
crowd also got the fun treats of a 
pre-set, blazing, half-nude rendi-
tion of "Careless Whispers" by a 
guy named "Marty" followed by 
Brock joking with the soundman. 
After asking for the vocals and gui-
tar to be turned up, he settled with, 
"Could you tum the CD up, 
please?" 
Though Modest Mouse has 
As the last words -
"Changed my mind so much I 
can't even trust it/my mind 
changed me so much I can't even 
trust myself," floated over the 
crowd, Irving Plaza was silent 
For anyone who loves Modest 
Mouse, seeing them Jive adds an 
entire new dimension to listening. 
And for anyone who's never 
heard them, live is an excellent 
place to start. 
11,e Burnr Sis-ten 
Out ol t#le B(t1e 
'Music' spins new dance tales 
COURTESY OF PHILO RECORDS 
THE BURNS SISTER'S new release 
captures the soul of the heat land. 
Sisters swirl sound 
BY SEAN HYSON 
Staff Writer 
They are women, hear them roar. In 
"Out of the Blue," The Bums Sisters sing 
and play with 
estrogen-pow-
ered passion. 
With tracks 
,--- -~ - - - ----- -7 
I '< '< '< I 
1 
"Out of the Blue" · 
ranging from the uproarious to the un-
requited and even religious, these are so-
phisticated musicians, not a scantily clad 
girl group prancing desperately for at-
tention. At the same time, these ladies 
are not so bohemian that they frighten 
men away. The sisters make music for 
everybody. 
The album's country-rock tone is set 
from the first track, "God Made 
Woman." In it, Jeannie, Annie and 
Marie let rip with edgy blues-influenced 
licks reminiscent of Bonnie Raitt. The 
Ithaca natives capture the bluesy, guitar-
based essence of the heartland with ease. 
Their duet with Jimmy LaFave (a Joe 
Cocker-like balladeer) on "Never Be 
Mme" highlights their vocal harmonies, 
which surpass anything attempted by the 
Dixie Chicks, their closest comparison. 
"Out of the Blue" is a light, yet ten-
der collection, reminding listeners that 
women bring more to music than just po-
litical activism and good cover art. 
BY GUSTAVO RIVAS 
Assistant Accent Editor 
In an interview with the Spanish Magazine 
"!Hola!," Spanish director Pedro Almodovar 
once said that all artists have one story to tell 
and that it was up to the artists to find differ-
ent ways of telling it. Almodovar's comment 
about artists' creativ-
ity in expressing 
their opm1on de-
scribes Madonna, 
' - - - - - · 1 
'< '< '<112 
··Music·· I ... Madonna .. 
who has been retelling her Saturday Night Fever 
agenda of "life is a dance floor" and "every-
body is a star" since she released her first sin-
gle, "Everybody." 
After eight studio albums, three greatest hits 
collections and numerous soundtrack offerings, 
it must be hard for Madonna to tell her story. 
Luckily for her, life has provided her with ways 
to recycle. During her two decade career, 
Madonna has refined her writing skills and writ-
ten deeper lyrics to her dance music. Through 
: Maverick, her own recording company, she has 
... also been able to find innovative disk jockeys 
to remix her music. 
"Music," her most recent release, places her 
Bjorkffori Amos style lyrics under the pro-
duction of French artist Mirwais and English 
"Ray of Light" producer William Orbit. _ 
The title track and the first single is not a 
great sample of what the album is like. The song 
is weak. The words and the hook are too sim-
ple; even "Where's the Party" had better lyncs. 
The song does, however, bring Madonna fans 
·back to the "Everybody come on dance and 
sing" mentality that everyone fell in love with 
in the '80s. 
Per~aps more important 1s the fact that "Mu-
sic" gives U.S. listeners a good sample of the 
Mirwais signature combination of '70s disco 
and '80s synthesizer. 
"Impressive Instant" would have been a bet-
ter first single. In it, Mirwais truly enJoys his 
producer role and plays with as many buttons 
on his board as he possibly can. The result 1s 
a song with multiple rhythm~. from techno to 
a little bit of Y2K rumba and samba. His ma-
nipulation of Madonna's voice and words make 
hstening to the ~ong even more enJoyablc. 
The William Orbit collaborations do not 
compare with anything from the multiplatinum 
"Ray of Light." In "Runaway Lover," 
Madonna sings about the importance of being 
monogamous, and Orbit joins her with his bub-
bly music which comes close to "Skin" from 
"Ray of Light." Yet the beaming sounds of 
"Amazing" make the combination of the two 
artists worth listening to. 
"Nobody is Perfect" is the other highlight 
of the 10 song album, the shortest song listing 
of any of her albums. The song features Madon-
na's voice without any alterations. Its music is 
reminiscent of the Bee Gee's classic "Jive Talk-
ing" and makes 1t an excellent car song. 
On the other hand, if the lyrics arc an apol-
ogy for what she has done in the past, she 
should refrain from apologizing too much. If 
she has sold more than I 00 million albums, 1t 
is because her fans like what she has done. 
In "Gone" she sings "sellout is not my 
thing," but with her constant apologies for her 
maverick behavior of the past, she is selling out 
to her critics. She is also turning her back to 
her fans who admire her for not letting soci-
ety dictate what she can or cannot do. 
As a whole, the album picks up from where 
"Ray of Light" dropped off and takes a boun-
cy ride across Madonna's present state of mind. 
It is a fun album that emphasizes living life to 
the fullest while making sure not to make re-
grettable mistakes. 
COURTESY OF MAVERICK RE'~ORDS 
'MUSIC' HAS TWO different covers. The 
collector's cover featured a cowboy buckle. 
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JEFF 
MILLER 
Senwr ivn ,,,r 
Club livens 
local scene 
What a weekend! 
Just when It looked like the lo-
cal music scene in Ithaca wa~ tak-
ing a turn in the wrong directwn. ,; 
with rumors that Ca~taways 1~ no 
longer booking live music and the 
1-Iaunt's impending relocat1on, 
along come~ the Odyssey It'~ that 
we1rd-Iooking building across 
from Ithaca Guitar Worh that de-
livered not one, not two, but three 
mghts in a row of inspired. frenet-
ic music. 
There has rarely been an Ithaca 
crowd as diverse as the group that 
showed up to watch former James 
Brown and George Clinton saxo-
phonist Maceo Parker blow the ceil-
ing off the main room on Thur~day 
night. As Parker and his band 
blew through songs from his new 
album, "dial: MACEO," 50-
somethings mingled with the 
patchwork-and-patchouli set, who 
watched breakdancers get down in 
the middle of the packed floor. ' c. 
Songs like "Get Up On the Down-
stroke" and the funk classic "Pass 
The Peas" were played with the fe-
rocity and flawlessness that is ex-
pected of someone of Parker's 
stature. Less predictable, however, 
was Parker's passionate delivery. 
Passion 1s not an element that is 
usually associated with electromc 
music, with its synthesized beats 
and vocal-less delivery, but the par-
ty thrown at the club by Triple-X 
music on Friday was all about de-
fying expectations. The two-year-
old, Ithaca-based DJ collective 
hired all over the country to help 
them celebrate their birthday. The 
upstairs drum 'n' bass room and the 
more mainstream techno-arena 
downstairs (which included a 
crowd-pleasing live set from big-
beat gurus Skylab 2000) both had 
live, seizure-inducing light shows 
to please the mainly young, fluo-
rescently-clad attendees_ 
Although the lights remarned 
static on Saturday. the floorboard~ 
were bouncing in time to Donna the 
Buffalo's alfy, loo!>e groove:-.. 
Donna ongmated in Ithaca but -~, 
has branched out nationally 111 the 
past few years. and Saturday's 
show was my first time seeing the 
undoubtedly-1nspm.:d-by-the-Grate-
ful-Dead band play a ~et 
I left ummpre~sed by the 
group's simple. down-home ~tyle. 
but their loyal legion ot fan~ 
seemed to lock into the band'~ vibe. 
singing along with every Vvllfd to 
the group·~ onginal song~ and 
dancing freely through the night 
The Odyssey feeb like a new 
eclectic home to the local mu~,c 
~cene. The setup ot the club. bul- . 
~tered by the three pe1 formance -,: 
space~. a circular, mellow bar and 
cushy couche!-. !-.prcad throughout. 
make~ 1t a great place h> JU~t hang 
out. The problem. thuugh - .ind , ~ 
1h1~ ,~ a big one - 1~ that the m.1111 
room can hit ~auna 1empera1u1 e~. 
even when 11 \ nol pac"ed. 111,1111 -
111g me lO leavt: e,1rly all three 
night~. Hopctully the man,1ge-
ment will mstall ventilat1on Mll>ll. 
~l> great weekend~ like this pa!-.t one 
L'Ome along more regularly - ,ind -
more comfortablv 
Jeff Miller is a senior 
Television-Radio major. 
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H£RE'S M'{ REPORT j FEE IS '<OU l EVER'<ONE IT 
FULL OF OBVIOUS ~ $9 0 000 RE COM- ~ ~S FREE. 
GENERALITIES. ~ ' . MENDING? i 
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THIS NEEDS 
'<OUR APPROVAL. 
o WILL SAVE FORT'< { ! MILLION DOLLARS ! i BUT '<OU'LL BE 
TEN THOUSAND 
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E OVER BUDGET. ! 
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AND BEFORE '<OU 
ASK, NO IT WON'T 
WORK THE. OTHER 
~'{ AROUND . 
WHOSE SIDE 
ARE 'fOU ON? 
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I'M SURE '<OUR BOSS ~ I JUST ASKED HIM ! SO ... '<OU THINK 
WILL INCREASE THE ; FOR SOMETHING ~ THAT DOING '<OUR 
BUDGET IF '<OU SHOW ! ELSE. I CAN'T i JOB IS A SIGN OF 
HIM M'{ PLAN. l KEEP ASKING HIM I WEAKNESS? 
FOR RESOURCES! IL 
TED, THERE'S A 
HUGE DEMAND 
FOR EMPLO'<EES 
LIKE '<OU. 
M'< STOCK OPTIONS 
ARE WORTH A 
FOR TUNE NOW, '<OU 
MISERABLE BAG 
OF CRUD! 
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BUT NOT '<OU 
SPECIFICALL'<. 
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HE'{, IF '<OU CAN'T 
LAUGH AT '<OURSELF, 
WHO CAN '<OU 
LAUGH AT? 
E----_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_--~r-::========~ 
~ OH, LOOK_, THE'<'RE { TR'< TELLING HIM 
@ BACK DOWN TO :;; THAT BAGS OF CRUD 
! WORTHLESS. i ARE HIGHL '< VALUED I IN SOr-\E SOCIETIES. 
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By Leigh Rul;,ln 
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Coln tossing before coins 
By Leigh Rubin 
/ I '\ 
Ruses· By Leigh Rubin 
WELL,lHl5 /5 CERV\INLY 
D15Af'A:lNJTNG! WE ff) iJ A ~ION4L 
f\-PfOGRA.FJ.1fR AND ALL lR£AcrUREs 
SiiLL COME OUT LOOK/t-K; FUZZY! 
,I 
The perennlal problem with Peach family 
portraits . 
To place a classified 
Please contact 
JenYomoah, 
classified manager, 
at274-1618. 
En1ployment 
SPRING BREAK 
Largest selection of Spring Break 
Destinatiqits, including cruises! 
Rep Positions and Free Trips 
Available. 
Epicurean Tours 
1-800-231-4-FUN 
www.EpicuRRean.com. 
Fraternities. Sororities Clubs. 
Student Groups 
Earn $1000-$~000 this quarter 
· with the easy 
Campusfundraiser.com three hour 
fundraising event. No sales 
required. Fundraising dates are 
filling quickly, so call today! 
Contact Campusfundraiser.com at 
(888) 923-3238, or visit 
www.campusfundraiser.com. 
For Rent 
6 BEDROOM HOUSE- IDEAL 
FORWOMEN 
SOUTH AURORA-
10 MONTH LEASE 
Large, fully furnished, very nice, 
with spacious rooms, 2 full baths. 
Nice kitchen and dining room. 
Washer and dryer, off-street 
parking. $310 per person per 
month Includes heat and all 
utilities. Beginning Aug. 1, 2001. 
can 272-7082 or 
e-mall:gm27@comell.edu. 
3 BEDROOM FURNISHED APT 
with parking, 1 mile to IC, utilities 
inc. Lease from now through 
5/31/2001. 277-3937. 
Place a classified ad. 
Call 274-1618. 
For Rent 
For rent, homecoming & family 
weekend. Private home sleeping 
within 5 minutes of campus. Call 
277-3929 or e-mail 
<acedarh1@iwcny.rr.com. 
6 Bedroom House Downtown 
Free Parking, 
Furnished (2 Living 
Rooms/Kitchens/Baths/Porches) 
Private Yard, Close to Commons 
& Bus Route. $275 pp CSP 
IVlanagement 277-6961 
www.lthaca-rent.com. 
AUG. 2001-2002 6 BEDROOM 
FURNISHED HOUSE ON 
PROSPECT STREET: 6 Private 
parkings - free laundry - 2 baths 2 
kitchens.Microwave. 
272-0365. 
For Rent 
AVAILABLE NOW! 3 BEDROOM 
LAKE HOUSE FURNISHED/ 
UNFURNISHED. FREE PARK-
ING & LAUNDRY, PATIO/YARD & 
LAKE FRONTAGE. CSP 
Management 277-6961. 
www.Ithaca-rent.com. 
CHARLES STREET TOWN-
HOUSES 
Conveniently Located on 
South Hill 3 
Bedroom/Furnished Free 
Parking & Trash Removal, 
Porches & Private Patios, wash-
er/dryers, $325 pp CSP 
Management 277-6961 
www.lthaca-rent.com. 
For Sale · 
NISSAN MAXIMA '90 V6 138K, 
Black, sunroof, power windows, 
clean interior, reliable car $3000. 
PH: 256-0352. 
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Travel 
"• 
Wanted! Spring Breakers! 
Cancun, Bahamas, Florida, & 
Jamaica. Call Sun Coast 
Vacations for a free brochure and 
ask how you can organize a small 
group & Eat, Drink, Travel Free 
& Earn Cash! Call 
1-888-777-4642 or e-mail 
sales@suncoastvacations.com. 
Spring Break! Deluxe hotels, 
Reliable Air, Free Food, Drinks 
and Parties! Cancun, Jamaica, 
Bahamas, Mazatlan & Florida. 
Travel Free and Earn Cash! Do 
it on the Web! Go to 
StudentCity.com or call 
800-293-1443 for info. 
CLASSIFIED SPACE 
AVAILABLE. CALL JEN 
YOMOAH AT 274-1618. 
Not enough time to read the newspaper? 
Advertising Deadlines: 
Display Advertising - Space must be 
reserved by 5 p.m. on the Thursday preceding 
publication. This is also the deadline for can 
cellations. Artwork and copy must be 
received by 5 p.m. on the Friday preced 
ing publication. 
Inserts - Insertion orders for advertise 
ments are due by 5 p.m. on the Thursday pre 
ceding publication and must be delivered to 
the printer, the Ithaca Journal, by 5 p.m. on 
the Monday preceding publication. 
Classifieds - Classified and personal 
advertisements must be received by 5 p.m on 
the Monday preceding publication 9'::i 
,...._, 
For advertising rates and additional information, 
contact Sales Manager Jennifer Crowe at 
274-1618. 
;*AIRBORNE . . 
' r,rn.·•.,." COLDFORIIULA 1 i}Sold in most Drug Stores or v,a our web site 
- www.AirtiorneHealth.com 
l or call 1-800-590-9794 
'\ \IIRMLtCOID Bl'STl,.1U' · c. wm •-• 
SPRING BREAK 2001 
Jamaica, Cancun, Florida, 
Barbados, Bahamas. Now Hiring 
Campus Reps. Earn 2 Free Trips. 
Free Meals ... Book by Nov. 2. Call 
for FREE info. Visit on-line 
sunsplashtours.com. 
Read it online. 
rhe Ithacan, plus more news, sports 
and reviews. 
http://www.ithaca.edu/ithacan 
Cash 
Advance 
CASH for your clothes. 
Trader K's 
Rothschilds Building, 
The Commons. 
272-4011 
Call for details. 
College Circle Apartments 
ONLY A FEW ROOMS LEFT FOR 2000-2001 ! 
Rent a room to share 
Undergraduate apartment 
CHOOSE FROM TWO, THREE, FOUR AND FIVE 
BEDROOM APARTMENTS for 2001-2002. 
Furnished, free parking, on-site laundry 
24-hour emergency maintenance 
NEXT TO THE ITHACA COLLEGE CAMPUS 
607-277-122 l 
e-mail: collegecircle@clarityconnect.com 
,, 
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Gravitate to great Taste 
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 28, 2000 
Each and every Saturday 
417West State St. - Ithaca, N.Y. 
Featuring central N.Y.'s hottest 
DJ's spinning your favorite: 
Great Subs • Great Bagels • Great Service 
house• hip- hop • top 40 • 
reggae • r and b 
UNIVERSITY DELI 
114 N. Aurora St. 0 Just off the Commons 
277-1212 
COLLEGE ID ONLY. 
Doors open @ 9 p.m. 18 to party/ 21 to drink. 
i The Bureau of Concerts Would Like to Thank 
I 
the Following People and Organizations for 
All Student Volunteers 
Sheila Reakes 
and 
Conference and Event 
Services 
Steve Yaple 
Life Safety 
Campus Safety and SASP 
Ron Clark 
Lori Dyess 
BOC Executive Board 
Karen Coleman 
their Contributions in Helping 
us with Preparations for 
~ ... ,J·,•t't 
.;._ ': . ...,,,, 
~-
~.' 
Eve 6 
with special guests Wheatus and OPM 
We Would Especially like to Thank 
the Students and Community 
of Ithaca College 
for their Support! 
Student Government 
Association 
Gary Van Zinderen 
Roger Eslinger 
Mark Warfle 
Drew Pompilio 
Jerry Lindley 
J5 Deb Mohlenhoff 
The Entire Physical 
Plant Staff 
Ray Dibase 
WICB and WVIC 
Christine Duignan · 
Did yotff(n_ow •.. 
. } . ,, 
The footban team'combined 
with Springfield f~'over 1,000 yards 
of offense and 87 points in the teams' 
meeting1ast season. 
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Senior assisted by hard work 
Midfielder tears ACL; 
breaks record in return 
BY KIM SEBASTIAO proached her injured player, 
Staff Writer _______ ________ __ "I didn't really know how se-
A little more than a year ago 
something that came so easily to 
senior women's soccer player 
Jess D1Manno wasn't so easy 
anymore. 
On Sept. 3, 1999, during a 
seemingly low-contact drill, Di-
Manno fell to the ground with 
what she thought was just a 
twisted knee. Coach Mindy 
Quigg thought the 
same thing, 
u n ti I 
s h e 
rious it was until I got over to her 
and then it was pretty clear that 
there was something wrong," 
Quigg said. 
DiManno had her knee tested 
the following day. Much to her 
disbelief - not to mention 
Quigg and the rest of the Bomber 
squad - the test results came back 
positive for a torn Anterior Cru-
ciate Ligament. The diagnosis 
meant that DiManno would miss 
the rest of the season, after play-
ing in only one game. 
"My first reaction was I'm fine, 
a p - I just kind of hyper extended it or 
something," DiManno said. "I 
was in total denial until people 
started telling me that they hear a 
popping noise when the ACL is 
torn, which is what I heard." 
t 
In the middle of October, Di-
Manno went in for surgery and for 
the next four months went 
through a grueling physical ther-
apy regimen. Lifting, running 
and biking became daily activities 
with small accomplishments 
feeling hke large miracles. 
-~ ;,, ,, ,, ,/ 
~,_,;,,., 
I 
"' ... ,, 
,,,,,._"I" ...... ,, 
"It was a long process," Di-
Manno said. "The first time I got 
full range of motion on the bike I 
was psyched." 
Despite the highs and lows, Di-
CHRISTINE LOMB/THE ITHACAN 
SENIOR JESS DIMANNO sends the ball back down the field during the soccer game Sept. 23 (left). 
DiManno fights to push the ball down field against a William Smith player Saturday (right). 
Manno never brought her person- season." 
al issues to practice. Before her injury, DiManno· 
"She didn't bog people down was a force on the field. Sopha-
with her problems," Quigg said. more Angela Dufield noticed her 
"She really internalized it in a way presence immediately. 
that helped her be supportive of "I was totally intimidated, but 
her teammates. She didn't want all in awe of her all at the same time," 
the attention. She wanted the fo- Du field said. "Most of the time I 
cus to be on the team." just liked to watch her, but once 
DiManno has always been a I got to play with her I listened to 
team player - dishing out 23 as- her and did whatever she said be-
sists in 48 games. She holds the cause she played like she knew 
school record for most assists in everything." 
a season with IO, which she post- After the injury, DiManno 
ed as a sophomore, and also went from team leader on the field 
holds the record for most career to team instructor off of it. 
assists. "From the sideline, Jess really 
"It's a pretty big feat, and a big had great input during games and 
accomplishment," DiManno practices," Quigg said. "I really 
said. "But I'm not letting that get valued her judgment." 
in my head. I have other goals that Senior captain and DiMan-
I want to accomplish as well this no's housemate ~Ii Paratore said 
she also found DiManno's input 
helpful. 
"At first I knew it was frustrat-
ing for her," Paratore :;,aid. "But m, 
time went on, she tned to help us 
out by giving constructive criticism 
which we all appreciated." 
The frustration may have 
been obvious to some, but D1-
Manno's determination to be 
back on the field as a senior was 
much more prevalent. 
"I always had the mentality that 
I would play again," DiManno 
said. "There was no way I was go-
ing to give up something that I love 
and enjoy so much. It's something 
I have done since I was little, and 
I couldn't imagine giving it up." 
Quigg knew a~ soon as the di-
agnosis was delivered that Di-
Manno would be back on the field 
within a year. 
"She 1s a very ~trong-willed. 
very determmcd woman,"' Quigg 
s;:ud. "I knew she would do 1t be-
cause she wanted to play and I 
knew she would work a~ hard as 
she had to in order to get back " 
D1Manno 1s back 111 her lead-
ership role on the field and 
Quigg said her love of the game 
1s what brought her back 
"Jess 1s a very unique 111d1 vi d-
ual and sometimes she 1s very dif-
ficult to read as to what ~he 
needs or wants," Quigg ~aid. 
"But despite that, there 1~ alway~ 
one thing that come~ 1 hrough 
cry~tal clear: She love~ to play 
She loves to compete and ~he 
loves to win. That\ evident in 
practice everyday, 111 every dnll 
and in every game." 
Bombers clip Cardinals; eye Pride 
BY JOHN DAVIS 
Sports Editor 
Senior running back Tommy 
Giorgio continued to trample 
over opponents at Cardinal Stadi-
um Saturday, as the football team 
cruised past St. John Fisher, 42-14. 
After stopping the Cardinals' 
fake-punt run on fourth-and-one at 
the 46-yard line on their first dri-
ve, the Bombers began their scor-
ing. 
Giorgio broke loose for a 54-
yard touchdowr scamper, the first 
of his five touchdowns in the 
game. He also scored on two one-
yard dives and a four-yard run, and 
caught a 17-yard pass for a touch-
down. 
The five ~cores tied a single-
game s<.:hool record set by Bob Fer-
rigno in 1979 and matched by Ron 
Boose in 1984. 
"Somebody said I had four and 
I kind of already knew what the 
record was," the senior said of re-
alizing his chance at a record. "I 
didn't think I was going back in, 
but the 
coach just 
happened 
to call a 
~~-] 
L_ _______ _ 
play for the first stringers and luck-
ily I was getting the ball." 
Senior fullback Johnny Testa 
also got into the action, running 37 
yards for his first career touchdown 
m the first quarter. 
Junior quarterha<.:k Brian 
Young, ranked fourth on Ithaca's 
all-time passing yardage list. wa~ 
13-for-20 for I 15 yards and one 
touchdown. 
Giorgio led the Blue and Gold 
in receiving, catching four passes 
for 38 yards, while senior running 
back Dave Maddi caught four 
passes for 26 yards. Senior wide re-
ceiver Ted Sullivan caught three 
passes for 36 yards. Sophomore 
tight end Cory Corrado caught his 
first career pass in the game. 
The defense continued its stel-
lar work, holding St. John Fisher 
to 49 yards rushing on 43 carries 
and 163 yards of total offense. 
"If they pass the ball, the 
backs are doing a great job. 
whether it's man coverage or 
zone," ~enior lmeba<.:ker Julian 
Forbes said. ··coach Raymond, our 
defensive coordinator, likes to 
move guys around a lot. That caus-
e~ the offense to have a lot of trou-
ble block mg u~." 
As Ithaca gets ready to face 
Springfield, Mass., on Saturday, 
Forbes said his team needs to use 
the same movement and everybody 
has to fill their gaps. The Pnde en-
ter the game averaging 516 yard~ 
rushing per game and 9.1 yards per 
carry. 
"We've been running the option 
a long time," Springfield coach 
Mike Delong said. "We have 
some pretty good players back 
there. We're a ground-oriented 
team" 
Last ~ea~on, Ithaca tra\'cled ltl 
Spnngfield and came away \'IL'lll-
nou!,, 45-42, in ,l game \\'here the 
two team~ Cllmb1ncd ft n t >\ c1 
1.000 yards of total oftcn~c 
Springfield ran trn 448 yaHb. led 
See BOMBERS, page 24 
' -~ 
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f,1ELISSA !hORNLEY :rt!:' ITH,\CA', 
SENIOR RUNNING BACK 
Tommy Giorgio runs through 
Mansfield's defense Sept. 16. 
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Sports 
Columnist 
Bomber teams 
on the attack 
Maybe you mi~sed it. The 
Olympics are on, Major League 
Baseball 1s coming down to the 
wire, and the NFL has begun. I 
won't lie. I missed 1t for a little 
while myself. 
The "it" I speak of is how 
well Ithaca sports teams have 
shot out of the gate for the fall 
~eason 
While you weren't lookmg. 
the football team 1s perfect after 
three games and Just demolished 
St John Fisher, 42-14. Semor 
runnmg back Tommy Giorgio 
bolted through the Cardinal de-
fense for five touchdowns, not to 
mention the 145 yards he racked 
up on the ground. Oh yeah, and 
the team is ranked 16th in Divi-
s10n III. 
The women's cross country 
team 1s also ranked 16th in the 
nation. Saturday at the Brock-
port lnvitauonal, not only did it 
blow Hartwick and Brockport 
out of the woods, it took the top 
eight spots. Nme of the top-JO 
fim~hers at the invitational wore 
Ithaca Blue and Gold. 
The men's cross country team 
did not fare as well as the 
women. It only placed the top 
th, -:e finishers and six of the top 
l0. It 1s still ranked 22nd in the 
nation. so the women have given 
the men something to shoot for 
the next time out. 
As you were watchmg the 
Au~tralians give the Americans 
a run for their money in swim-
ming, the Ithaca field hockey 
team put together six wins in its 
first seven games. If you want to 
talk rankmgs, it is the highest-
ranked Bomber team right now 
at 12th in the nation. 
Now catch your breath. 
there's more. I know, I know, 
how could we have missed all of 
11m·1 Don't blame your~elf, Jt 1s 
easy to get distracted wnh so 
much gomg on. So I will en-
lighten you some more. 
Next we look at 22nd-ranked 
women's soccer Individual 
records have fallen - and there 
are more to go down - but the 
glue of the team right now is the 
goaltending of semor Lindy 
West and freshman Liz Bishop. 
Ithaca 1s not just winning, it 1s 
wmmng close games. That can-
not happen without strong per-
sonnel m goal. 
Then there is the 14th-ranked 
volleyball team. It is handlmg 
opponents with ease en route to 
winnmg 15 out of its first I 6 
contests. Jumor setter Jen 
Salmon is closing in on the ca-
reer-assists record, since she is 
currently in third place. Look for 
that record to be her own soon. 
If that is not enough, do not 
forget about the women's ten ms 
and men's soccer teams. Both 
have put up winning records to 
date as well. 
Will it continue? Maybe. but 
there 1s only one way to find 
out. Go out. Watch a game. It is 
not too often that so many teams 
are doing so well. Catch it while 
you can, or at least before 11 
comes to an end. 
Rick Mattison is a senior sport 
management major. 
Bombers 
remain hot 
Continued from page 23 
by senior halfback Jason Miller's 
168 yards and three scores. 
Week.4: 
Springfield at Ithaca 
• THE OPPONENT 
Springfield (3-0) 
(Div. Ill) Springfield, Mass. 
Head coach: Mike Delong 
Last week: Defeated Coast Guard, 47-6. 
• HEAD TO HEAD 
All-time series: Ithaca leads 20-6 
'1-, I 'r 
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 28, 2000 
Miller is thriving once again in 
Springfield's triple-option of-
fense, running for 240 yards on 17 
carries and four touchdowns Sat-
urday in Springfield's 47-6 win 
over Coast Guard. 
Last meeting: Ithaca won at Springfield in 1999, 45-42. 
• KEY PLAYERS 
The Pride have the second-
highest scoring team 10 Division 
III, producmg 52 points per 
game: Miller leads the nation 
with l O rushing touchdowns. 
"For us to be successful 
against Ithaca, we have to be able 
to establish our option game," De-
Long said. "Ithaca's outstanding on 
defense. They have great speed and 
play hard." 
Springfield runs the triple-option on offense and is led by senior fullback Jason Miller, who 
has 471 yards on 42 carries this season with 10 touchdowns. Junior halfback Bob Sedlor 
(29-266), senior halfback Demetrius Dunn (21-245) and senior quarterback Kevin Cahill (34-
245) are other threats on the ground. As a team, Springfield is averaging 516 yards per game 
rushing and 52 points per game. Cahill is 6-for-14 passing for 164 yards and four touch-
downs on the season. 
Defensively, the Pride do not have any stand-out players. However, the unit·has been 
successful, allowing 16 points per game this season. 
• STAFF PREDICTIONS 
Defensively, DeLong said his 
team plays as a unit with no stand-
out guys and will be challenged by 
Ithaca. 
John Davis, sports editor: Springfield has run the triple option for years and runs it to 
perfection. Ithaca could not stop it last year in Springfield and will not be able to stop it this 
year either. Defensively, Springfield will struggle stopping senior running back Tommy Gior-
gio and junior quarterback Brian Young. Ithaca will survive its first real test of the year, win-
ning a shoot-out, 42-41 , with Springfield missing a crucial extra point. 
"That Ithaca attack is pretty po-
tent," he said. "Ithaca's an out-
standing football team again. 
They run the ball well and run a 
lot of different things. You have to 
play sound defense. They have a 
great passing attack also." 
Matt Schauf, assistant sports editor: Saturday's game appears to be the first real test 
for both teams. Both have fattened up early on sickly opponents. The Ithaca-Springfield match-
up has been very tight recently and this year should be no different. The Bomber defense 
has been taut against the run so far, but will allow the Pride plenty of rushing yards. A turnover 
will decide this game. Ithaca's defensive speed forces one, as the Bombers win, 38-35. 
Team stays hot with 3-0 home sweep 
BY STEPHANIE BRINSON 
Staff Writer 
ing it was going to be an easy game. We played 
it like any other game, but we weren't nervous." 
try some new things," freshman Adrienne Yer-
don said. "We changed people's positions 
around and we were able to see what was work-
ing and what was not." The volleyball team (16~1) swept an unor-
ganized, off-aim Rochester squad (3-13) Tues-
day in the Ben Light 
Gymnasium, having 
fun and experimenting 
with new strategies 
Winning 15-4, 15-5 and 15-3, the Blue and 
Gold never had reason to be nervous through-
out the match. Instead, the team used its lead 
to sub players into new positions. 
Sophomore Mallika Pettengill subbed at set-
ter during the second set, recording four assists. 
to prepare for the challenging weekend ahead. 
"We were definitely confident coming in," 
junior Jen Salmon said. "We weren't over-
confident; we weren't coming in lazy or think-
"When you play a team that you're beating 
pretty easily, you try to take advantage of that," 
said Salmon, who added that opportunities to re-
ceive playing time in a match as a younger play-
er are important since the competitive atmosphere 
is not attainable at practices. 
"It was a warm-up for the weekend," said 
senior Karen McCord, who is recovering from 
tendonitis in her shoulder. "We have a really 
tough weekend coming up. We're going to be 
hit with some really tough competition." 
Ithaca competes at the Wittenberg Invita-
tional on Friday and Saturday. "It was fun with Rochester because we could 
DELIVERING UNTIL4 a.m. THURSDAY, FRIDAY AND SATURDAY 
Try G.P.'s DOUGHLICIOUS Calzones! Meal Deals! 
I. ''Gotta Lotta Ricotta" Cheese 21. Artichoke 
Mozzarella. ncotta. and romano cheese Mannated aruchoke hearts, mozzarella. ricotta. 
2. 11am 22. Philly 
Monarella, nco11a, romano cheeses Gnlled steak, onion,, peppers, mou;uella. 
3. Veggie 23. Chick-N-Bacon 
Mushroom,, ohvc,. pepper,, omon,. spmach, Diced chicken, bacon, barbecue sauce. moaarella. 
broccoli, mou.arella. ncolla. and romano 24. Buffalo Wing 
4.Peppcroni Diced chicken. hot \auce, blue cheese. moaarclla 
Mo1Zarella, ncotta. rom,1110 25. Spicdie Calzone 
5. Spinach & Cheese Diced chicken, spied1e sauce, mo21arella. cheese 
Mou.arella, ncoua, romano 26. Chick-N-Broccoli 
6.Broccoli & Cheese Diced clucken. broccoli, mozzarella, ricotta. 
Mozzarella. ncoua. romano romano. 
7. Meat 27. Kamikaze Calzone 
Bacon. hamburger, sausage. and mou.1rella chee,e. Sausage. rnea1ball, pepperoni. hot peppers, hot 
8. Hamburger sauce, tomato sauce. mozzarella. 
Hamburger, bacon. rnouarella 28. Spinach & Mushroom 
9. Eggplant Spinach, mushroom, mozzarella, ncotta. rornano 
Baked, breaded eggplant. mozzarella. ncolla, 29. Chick-N-Pesto 
rornano Diced chicken, pesto sauce, mozzarella. ncotta. 
JO. Mixed 30. White Garlic Calzone 
Pepperoni, ,ausage, peppers, mushrooms. rnoz- Our white garlic sauce, mozzarella. ncoua, 
1arella, ricotta, romano. romano. 
I 1. Chicken Blue 31. Pizza Calzone 
Barbecue chicken. blue chee,e, mozzarella. Pepperoni. mozzarella, tomato sauce 
12. Hawaiian 32. Bar-B-Q Chicken 
Harn. pineapple, mov.arella. ricotta. romano Smoked BBQ sauce, mozzarella 
13. Greek Calzone 33. Oriental Chicken 
Spinach, tomatoes, black ohvc. & mozzarella. Diced chicken. tcnyaki sauce. mozzarella 
14. Chicken Parmesan 34. Golden Age Calzone 
Tomato sauce. mozzarella, ricotta, romano Diced chicken. golden sauce, mozzarella. 
15. Meatball Parmesan 35. Tofu Calzone 
Tomato sauce, mozzarella, ricotta, romano. Tofu, mozzarella, and any two toppings of your 
16. Sausage Parmesan choice. 
Tomato sauce, mozzarella. ncotta, romano 36. Reconstruction Calzone 
17. Veal Parme5an You create your own callOne. 
Tomala sauce. mouarella. ricotta, romano. 37. Bake-N-Egg 
18. Pesto Egg. bacon. & mov.arella cheese 
Tomato sauce, pesto ,aucc, moLzarclla. ricotta. 38. Rise & Shine 
rornano. Egg & mozzarella. 
19. BBQ Smoke 39. Ham-N-Egg 
Grilled steak, ,rnoked barbecue ,aucc, rnoz111rella. Ham. egg. rnoz1.arclla cheese 
ncotta 40. Omelet Calzone 
20. Cordon Blue Egg, onions. peppers. moz7A1rclla. 
Chicken. ham. blue cheese. mozz.1rclla 
Why settle for a zone ... when you can have a CALZONE!They're twice as BIG fo 
ONLY $5.95! Tax included. *SPECIAL: 3 CALZONES for ONLY $14.00! Tax 
incl. 
NOW HIRING DRIVERS AND IN-STORE HELP 
Offering the LARGEST delivery range. Open the Latest in town! 
Sunday - Wednesday 11 a.m. ti! 3 a.m. 
Thursday - Saturday 11 a.m. til ~ a.m. 
111. Larg, cheese t>i=, one dozen chicken or tofu wing, & two Peps;•,._ 
ONLY S11.95! Tax incl. 
t/2. :\-tedium cheese pizza, one doLen chicken or 1oru win~.., & two Pe1>,i'\. 
ONLY S9.95! Tax incl 
113. Too medium cheese plZZJ, & four Pepsi',. O!I.LY $11.9S! ·nn ind. 
114. Tuo large cheese pizz:1> &. four Pepsi's. ONLY S14.95! Tax incl. 
115. PARTY PACK- giant chee\C c..hect pi.L1..J, lno dozen chicken or toru 
"ings & 11>0 Pepsi\. O!1.1.Y S26.95! Tax incl. 
116. GIANT PACK - Giaol cheese sheet pi=, four dozen chicken or tofu 
wings & !no Pepsi's. ONLY $26.95! lax ind. 
Ir/. 100 Du!Talo Style Chicken Wings. O:-ILY S26.95! Tax incl. 
#8. fi·[_5 DOUGIILICIOUS CALZONES! .I for ONLY S14.00! Tax lncl. 
#9. l..ar~e cheese pizza. ONLY $6.95! Tax incl. PICK UPO:'IILY! 
1110. Medium cheese pizza. ONLY S-1.95! Tax incl. PICK UP ONLY! 
#II. Large pizza, 2 loppings, 2 l'ep<i's. ONLY Sil.SO! Tax incl. 
#12. Medlum pizza, 2 loppiogs, 2 Pepsi''>- ONI..Y $9.50! Tax incl. 
1113. Large pizza, uolimited toppings, 2 Pepsi's. ONLY S14.95!Tux lncl. 
#14. Medium pizza, unlimited lopplngs, 2 Pepsi's. ONLY S12.95! Tux Incl 
#IS. Four for Forly-Four-4 large pizzas, 4 dozen wlogs and 4 Pepsi's. 
Ollol..Y S-14.44! Tax loci. 
No coupons necessary. No limit when ordrrin~. 
'"1\,o for Tuesday"" 
Buy aoy pl= and gel a second pi= !ht same way for frtt! 
(Pickup. or ln-slore only. Not valid with ,h..-.1 or gourrne1 piaas.l 
. Always rree ?eps, :/Ith anv µ,zza 
I IZZERIA 272-1950 
404 W. Stare Sr. 
Wings Calzones Subs Pasta 
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Friday's Results 
Men's soccer 
BY MATT SCHAUF 
Assistant Sports Editor 
The men's soccer team got 
back into the win column for the 
first time in nearly two weeks, with 
a 2-0 shutout over visiting Clark-
son Friday. 
Freshman forward Josh Marks-
berry started the scoring seven min-
utes and 22 seconds into the 
match, notching his second goal of 
the season. Senior forward Wade 
Wilkinson gave the assist, his sec-
ond on the year. Wilkinson then 
added an insurance goal late in the 
second half, off an assist from ju-
nior midfielder Matt Panella, to 
round out the scoring. 
Marksberry's goal was the lone 
score of the first half and proved to 
be enough as sophomore goalie 
Glenn Palmieri made four saves for 
his second career shutout. 
The Blue and Gold outshot 
Clarkson, 26-10, pushing the series 
record to 29-13-1. 
Saturday's Results 
· Men's cross country 
BY ABIGAIL FUNK 
Staff Writer 
The men's cross country team 
won the Brockport Invitational 
Saturday, capturing first, second, 
and third place, while placing 
three other runners in the top 10. 
Ithaca finished with 18 points, just 
seven shy of a perfect score. 
Freshman Mike Styczynski 
won the race, running the 8,000-
meter course in 26 minutes, 58 sec-
onds. The sophomore Cocca 
twins, Brian and Dale, were right 
behind finishing second and third 
in 27:30 and 27:31, respectively. 
Also in the top 10 were sopho-
more Garrett Wagner, sophomore 
Matan Bisk and junior captain 
James Donegan. 
Brockport placed second with 38 
points, and Hartwick came in 
third with 85 points. 
Ithaca moved up to 21st in the 
latest national poll, and third in the 
Atlantic Region. The Blue and Gold 
has its next meet at 11 :30 a.m. on 
Saturday at Geneseo. 
Women's cross country 
BY JENNIFER BEEKMAN 
Staff Writer 
The women's cross country 
team picked up its second win of 
the season Saturday at the Brock-
port Invitational. 
Ithaca placed first out of three 
teams competing in the 5,000-me-
ter race. The 16th-ranked 
Bombers had the top eight finish-
ers and nine out of the top 10. 
Sophomore Erin Boshe was 
the top runner, finishing in 19 min-
utes, 28 seconds. Freshman 
Amanda Laytham finished second 
in 19:44 and senior Lauren Byler 
grabbed third in 19:49. 
Rounding out the top eight 
were senior Melissa Antunes, fin-
ishing in 19:52; sophomore Anne 
Ruminiski, who crossed the finish 
line in 20:24; senior Missy 
· Roether who finished in 20:25; 
sophomore Lindsay Hyman, with a 
time of20:26; and sophomore Lil-
lie Jones, finishing in 20:3 I. 
The Blue and Gold received 
only 15 points en route to its first 
place finish. Hartwick took second 
place with 61 points and Brockport 
came in third with 64 points. 
The margin of victory was the 
team's largest since a 15-50 win 
over Mansfield in 1985. 
The team runs at Geneseo on 
Saturday. 
Field hockey 
BY MIKE NAGEL 
Staff Writer 
The field hockey team extended 
its winning streak to six games with 
a 2-1 win over Geneseo Saturday. 
The Bombers, ranked 12th 
overall in the latest Division III 
Coaches Poll, have won six games 
in a row for the first time since 1995. 
Junior midfielder Beth Gilbert 
opened the scoring for Ithaca nine 
minutes in, notching her fourth goal 
in three games. Senior tri-captain 
Lindsay Steingart was credited 
with the assist. 
The Blue and Gold struck again 
when sophomore forward Amanda 
Sheffield scored with 10 minutes left 
in the first half, assisted by junior 
midfielder Michelle Janda. 
Ithaca was outshot, 11-10, in the 
game but still managed to make the 
most of its scoring opportunities. 
Sophomore goaltender Melissa 
Log on to 
www.ithaca.edu/ithacan 
and find out about your 
favorite sports teams. 
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POWELL BRONE/THE ITHACAN 
ITHACA JUNIOR MATT PANELLA battles for the ball against a Clarkson defender as senior back Nick 
Economos looks on Friday on the Upper Terrace Fields. The Blue and Gold defeated Clarkson, 2-0. 
Halderman made 10 saves for the 
Bombers. 
Men's soccer 
BY MATT SCHAUF 
Assistant Sports Editor 
The defending national-cham-
pion St. Lawrence Saints marched 
into Ithaca Saturday and beat the 
men's soccer team, 2-1. 
After a tough, scoreless first half, 
Saints' forward Howard Beckford 
found the back of the net nine min-
utes, four seconds into the second 
half to start the scoring. Nearly 
three minutes later, Beckford did it 
again, giving his team a 2-0 lead. 
In the 89th minute, sophomore 
Mike DiNuzzo put Ithaca on the 
board with his first goal of the sea-
son on an assist by freshman 
Andy Dusel. That would prove to 
be the game's final tally. 
St. Lawrence goaltender Dustin 
Crooker needed to make only two 
saves, while his counterpart, Itha-
ca sophomore Glenn Palmieri, 
stopped 10 shots. The Saints outshot 
the Blue and Gold, 19-12. 
The loss brings the Bombers· se-
ries record with St. Lawrence to an 
even 13-13-5. The top-ranked 
Saints have now won the teams' last 
five meetings. 
Women's tennis 
BY ZACHARY FIELDS 
Staff Writer 
The women's tennis team sent 
freshman Jen Beekman, senior 
Brooke Basile, junior Andrea 
Schwartz. senior Casey Clark and 
freshman Suzanne Nguyen to 
William Smith for the Intercolle-
giate Tennis Association regionals 
Friday and Saturday. 
All members of the South Hill 
squad dropped their opening singles 
matches. Beekman won in three sel~ 
in the consolation round over RIT's 
Ashley Wrigley, 4-6, 7-6, 6-1. 
Basile also won in the consolation 
round, in straight sets over New York 
University's Katie Kolar, 6-2, 6-0. 
The doubles team of Schwartz 
and Clark won their first match 8-
4, but were stopped in the second 
match by the same score. 
Beekman and Basile were then 
both defeated in the second conso-
lation round. Beekman fell to 
Nazareth's Mary Moore by a 
score of 8-5. Basile lost her match 
to Monica Jakobar of the College 
of New Jersey by a score of 8-3. 
WIN THIS BUS! 
Play the Airborne College Trivia Game! 
You could win an actual 
Gigantic Vintage 1964 
Crown School Bus! 
~--J:l!Eli.'l:J 
~hckme 
_ -: · .-" !' · · - .- Just browse your school paper every week from Sept. 29th to Dec 8th. HOW?! : Or visit Airborn~He~lth.com , , , • • , • 
_ "'"""" __ :.. .. _ , . _ , and look for ads like this. - ._ 
Then decode the popular reference from movies, T. V. 
and current events. The person who gets the most 
references wins the vintage 80 seat School BUS. ~*4._l~~ef!.!!E ~ Sold in most Drug Stores or v,a our web site 
EXAMPLE: "Marcia, Marcia, Marcia" refers to what?? 1 www.AirtiorneHealth.com 
. , , , I @ or call 1-800-590-9794 
If you said, The Space Shuttle you d be WRONGG. 1 lls/ , ,nRAc1H'!llD e1·sr.:RJ· , Gl!Kn -~ ...... " 
Of course. You watched TV your whole life, and know it's THE BRADY BUNCH!! All right!! And 
remember, some: <:>f this trivia is VERY obscure, so put your thinking caps on!! 
, , -. ·_ -:~-;-f, :~f +. f<RELW TUE SMALL PRINT + + + • 
. "--~Gti~'~'.Aiib'ci~~Hea'iifi:com ·a~a-·c-tieck out how io p·1ay. A~cl- remember, have a nice day!, 
; 
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Squad skunks Pioneers, 9-0 
BY KIM SEBASTIAO 
Staff Writer 
The South Hill squad (7-1) left 
another competitor slain Wednes-
day. This 
time it 
was Uti-
ca, who 
I I 
!Women's soccer: 
I I 
--- - ·--- -- __ ____J 
fell to the Bombers, 9-0. 
Scoring and assists came from 
all classes and all positions. 
Sophomore midfielder Katie 
Petrocc1 scored the Bombers' first 
of six first-half goals off an assist 
from senior back Ali Paratore. 
Freshman forward Shannon 
Walton scored her first hat trick off 
an assist from classmate Becca 
Berrv. 
"[Shannon] played very smart," 
Ithaca Coach Mindy Quigg said. 
"She did what I asked of her and we 
got results. I gave her respons1bil-
1tie~ and she came through." 
Senior midfielder Jess DiMan-
no tallied her second goal of the 
season off another assist from 
Berry. 
Freshman forward Tara Repsher 
scored the Bombers' fourth goal of 
the game on a pass from DiManno. 
The assist marks Di Manno 's 
fifth for the season and 23rd for her 
career, making her Ithaca's all-time 
assists leader. 
"I knew it would eventually 
come so I wasn't so relieved," Di-
Manno said. "I was hoping to get 
it today so I could get 1t out of the 
back of my mind though." 
DiManno, who broke her nose 
against RIT Sept. 26, has chosen to 
have it broken and reset once the 
season is over. 
"I would have had to play for a 
week with a cast and 6 weeks with 
a mask if I got it reset during sea-
son," DiManno said. "So I decid-
ed that it would be best just to wait." 
Berry's goal off a pass from class-
mate Jenny Rey le started off the sec-
ond half with sophomore forward 
Shiloh Davey and Walton following 
her lead shortly after. 
The shutout 1s the Blue and 
Gold's fifth of the season and 
marks senior goalkeeper Lindy 
West's 34th, tying her with Emily 
Johnson '94 for second on the ca-
reer shutout list. 
Ithaca graduate Amanda Tsetsi 
'00 saw the Bombers from a new 
perspective as the Pioneers' assis-
tant coach. She spent some time 
scouting the Blue and Gold last 
week and said she found it a little 
difficult to watch them play from 
the other side of the 50. 
"It's hard," Tsetsi said. "I miss 
a lot of those girls. I mean, they 
weren't just my teammates they 
were my friends so it was tough to 
coach against them." 
The Bombers played their 
game well and kept the intensity 
level high no matter who was on the 
field, Quigg said. 
"We didn't underestimate Uti-
ca," she said. "Once we saw that we 
had more skill, more depth, more 
speed and better size we readjust-
ed our focus. 
Ithaca hosts Empire Eight oppo-
nent Elmira at noon on Saturday. The 
Bombers lead that senes 4-1-1. 
ONDREJ BESPERAT/THE ITHACAN 
JUNIOR AMY HUENNIGER and Sophomore Shiloh Davey listen to 
Coach Mindy Quigg before the start of Wednesday's game. 
Golden Flyers soar over Bombers 
South Hill squad 
loses second game 
ever to Nazareth 
BY MATT SCHAUF 
Assistant Sports Editor 
The Bombers have controlled 
their all-time series with 
Nazareth, 
Io sing 
o n I y 
o n c e 
against the Golden Flyers. 
Wednesday, they lost control. 
Ithaca (3-4-1) dropped It's sec-
ond game in a row, falling 3-0 un-
defeated Nazareth. The loss 
dropped the series record to 11-2, 
.,.-. and dropped the Blue and Gold un-
der-.500 for the first time since the 
season's opening game. 
Despite the one-sided results in 
the Ithaca-Nazareth matchup, senior 
tn-captain Ryan O'Connor ex-
pected a challenge. 
"It should be a tough game," he 
said before the game, mentioning 
how competitive last season's 2-0 
Bomber victory was. "They have a 
pretty good forward from last year 
and a center/midfielder who didn't 
play against us who should be de-
cent. We're expecting a good 
game." 
O'Connor got what he expect-
ed when Nazareth sophomore 
Kevin Thornton headed a ball in the 
net eight minutes into the first half 
to give the Golden Flyers an early 
lead. The score stood at 1-0 at the 
break and about halfway through 
the second half until Tim Lynch, an-
other Nazareth sophomore, in-
creased the lead to 2-0 off an assist 
from sophomore teammate Steve 
Fisher. Lynch returned the favor just 
over a minute later when he assisted 
on Fisher's goal to give the Gold-
en Flyers a 3-0 lead and cap the 
scoring. 
Nazareth's senior goalie Brian 
Harding made the scores stand, as 
he produced eight saves and 
earned his fifth shutout in the 
team's six games this year. 
"Unfotunately, we didn't chal-
lenge him as much as we would 
have liked," Ithaca senior Todd Mc-
Cormick said. "We didn't play up 
to our ability." 
Wednesday's win improves the 
Flyers to a perfect 6-0 this season, 
adding to what was already their 
best start since 1985. The win was 
also the first for Nazareth Coach 
Doug May over Ithaca, a fact of 
which he was well aware. 
"I've been [at Nazareth] for five 
years and they haven't been that 
tight," the coach said beforehand, 
speaking of his team's recent 
games against Ithaca. "[Bomber 
Coach Andy Byrne] prepares his 
teams very well, so we know 
we're getting a good team." 
What May and Nazareth got was 
an inconsistent team that has now 
dropped three of its last five 
games, going l-3-1 over that 
stretch, with the three losses com-
mg to regional top-five teams. 
The Bombers will try to avoid 
a losing streak when they take on 
St. John Fisher at 3 p.m. on Sat-
urday. 
Blue and Gold slays rival Cortland 
BY MIKE NAGEL 
s_1~1jf Wr!_t_l!_r _______ _ 
The field hockey team handed its 
arch-rival, Cortland, its first loss 
Wednes-
day. The 
Bombers 
beat the 
Red Dragons, 1-0, on a last-second 
¢"• penalty shot by senior tri-captam 
Becky Karver. 
"I didn't really think about [the 
~hot] much," Karver said. "We 
played a really good game. Even if 
Q1·:• I had not made it, I knew we still 
had 30 seconds to score." 
lthaca came into the game 
ranked I Ith overall in the Nation-
al Field Hockey Coache~ Associa-
tion Div1:,ion III poll, released 
Sept. 26. The Blue and Gold was 
,, also riding a six-game winning 
"- · ~treak, beginning after its opening-
day los~ to Lock Haven Sept. 4. 
The winning streak was m 
Jeopa1dy early on. Cortland, play-
mg in front of a large home crowd 
at College Field under a cloudy sky, 
began the game strong. The Red 
Dragons managed to keep the ball 
ther goal for almost the entire game. 
in Ithaca's 
zone for most 
of the first 
half. 
The sun 
Senior tri-captain Jessica 
Kennedy and freshman midfielder 
Tamara Payn's hustling play held 
'' I didn't really think 
about [the shot] 
came out dur- much. We played a 
mg half-time, 
back attacks from 
the Red Dragons 
and put Ithaca on 
the attack. 
Kennedy fired up 
the squad by inter-
cepting a Cortland 
penalty corner on 
the inbound pass 
with six minutes 
remaining in the 
contest. 
warming the really good game. 
playing field 
and seemingly Even if I had not 
lighting a fire 
underneath the 
teams. 
made it, I knew we 
still had 30 seconds 
to score.'' 
-BECKY KARVER 
The second 
period of play 
was marked 
by action at 
both ends of 
the field. 
With 29 sec-
onds left to play, 
Cortland was 
flagged for a penal-
ty. Karver lined up 
Se111or tn-capta111 of the f1dd the penalty shot for 
________ l_w_c_k_e __ y r_ea_,_n the Bombers. She 
Sophomore 
Melissa Halderman and opposing 
junior goaltender Becky Gillette 
managed to keep the ball out of e1-
shot the ball over 
Gillette's left shoulder, scoring 
the first and only goal of the 
game. 
The win, seventh in a row for the 
Bombers, also marks- HalderJ 
man's third shutout of the season. 
"The most important part of my 
role is to keep everybody pepped 
up and to direct everyone," said 
Halderman, who has a 1.13 goals 
against average. 
Cortland, ranked fifth, was the 
first of four top IO teams that Itha-
ca faces during the remainder of the 
season. Ithaca, with the victory, has 
the chance to move up the rankings 
into the top lO field hockey teams in 
the country. · 
"They were one of the best teams 
we've faced so far," Coach Tracey 
Houk said. 'The rivalry, though, 
that's what makes this one huge." 
Cortland outshot Ithaca, I 8-ll, 
but still did not manage to score in 
70 minutes of playing time. Hal-
derman and Gillette each had six 
saves. 
Ithaca plays host to Messiah, 
ranked eighth in the nation, at Yav-
1ts Field on Saturday. 
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Ithaca 
smashes 
Dragons· 
BY ZACHARY FIELDS 
Staff Writer 
The women's tennis team 
continued its strong play by de-
feating 
William 
Smith 
Tu es-
day, 6-3, and rival Cortland 
Wednesday by a score of 7-2. 
Against the Red Dragons, the 
Bombers won five out of six sin-
gles matches. Winning in dou-
bles play were the second team 
of junior Andrea Schwartz and 
senior Casey Clark and the 
third pair of sophomore Paige 
Watkins and sophomore 
Heather Spann. 
Schwartz's victories in both 
matches place her eighth on the 
career wins list, an honor m 
which she was very pleased. 
"It's exciting," she said after 
the match. 'To be up there with 
all the great players is an honor." 
Schwartz also said she was 
happy with the way her doubles 
team played, Wednesday. 
"Casey and I played well to-
day," she said. "We really 
clicked and it was good to get 
two more wms." 
Clark and Watkins abo 
picked up two wins each. 
Watkins continued her strong 
play in doubles as well as sin-
gles. The sophomore said she 
liked the way she and Spann 
started their match. 
"We usually take a few 
points to get going but today 
Heather and I came out 
strong," Watkins said. 'They 
were-a good team and it was a 
tough match." 
Other singles winners versus 
Cortland were freshmen Jen 
Beekman and Suzanne Nguyen. 
Senior Brooke Basile dropped the 
first singles match and the top 
doubles team of Basile and 
Nguyen lost their match against 
the Dragons. 
Against William Smith, 
Basile chmbed up the all-time 
career win list with her singles 
win over freshman Brighde 
Dougherty, 6-2, 6-1, as well as 
her doubles win, with partner 
Nguyen, over Dougherty and 
freshman Diana Harman, 8-4 . 
The singles victory was the 35th 
of her career and the doubles 
victory her 32nd. They position 
her fourth and ninth on the all-
time list, respectively. 
The Bombers won four out 
of six singles matches and 
took two out of three doubles 
matches. The ooubles team of 
Watkins and Spann won their 
match over freshmen Helga 
Wehl and Catie Pacheco, 8-4. 
Clark dropped her doubles 
match but bounced back and de-
feated Pacheco, 6-3, 6-2. Over-
all, Clark said she liked the way 
her doubles team played, despite 
the loss. 
"We played well in doubles 
and it gave us a good warm-up 
for the singles matches, we both 
played a lot better," said Clark. 
Other singles winners for the 
South Hill squad were Paige 
Watkins, who stopped sopho-
more Jaime Lineham, 6-3, 6-2; 
and Schwartz, who beat 
sophomore Kelly Randall, 6-
1,6-3. 
The Bombers arc off until 
Saturday when they hegin play 
at the Empire Eight ! ,,urnament. 
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By the Numbers CompilPd by Cone Hof/berger and Mike Borga,,mo 
Scoreboard 
Men's cross country 
• Saturday, Sept. 23 
Ithaca won the Brockport Invitational. 
Women's cross country 
• Saturday, Sept. 23 
Ithaca won the Brockport Invitational. 
Field hockey (7-1) 
• Wednesday, Sept. 27 
Ithaca def. Cortland, 1-0. 
• Saturday, Sept. 23 
Ithaca def. Geneseo, 2-1. 
Football (3-0) 
• Saturday, Sept. 23 
Ithaca def. St. John Fisher, 42-14. 
Men's soccer (3-4-1) 
• Wednesday, Sept. 27 
Nazareth def. Ithaca, 3-0. 
• Saturday, Sept. 23 
St. Lawrence def. Ithaca, 2-1. 
• Friday, Sept. 22 
Ithaca def. Clarkson, 2-0. 
Women's soccer {7·1) 
• Wednesday, Sept. 27 
Ithaca def. Utica, 9-0. 
• Saturday, Sept. 23 
Ithaca def. William Smith, 1-0. 
Women's Tennis (7-1) 
• Wednesday, Sept. 27 
Ithaca def. Cortland, 7-2. 
• Tuesday, Sept. 26 , 
Ithaca def. William Smith, 6-3. 
Volleyball (16-1) 
• Tuesday, Sept. 26 
Ithaca def. Rochester, 3-0. 
. BTNumbers 
48 Doubles victories by junior tennis 
player Andrea Schwartz, leaving 
her one win shy of Ithaca's top 10. 
9 Spots out of the top 1 O claimed by 
the women's cross country team 
at Brockport Saturday. 
Sport 
Shorts 
Ruggers beat up Fredonia 
The women's rugby team crushed Fre-
donia, 47-0, Saturday to stay undefeated in 
2000. Senior Renee Ovrut scored two tries 
and added one conversion to lead the Rene-
gades. 
Seniors Sara Fisher and Alyssa Bauer-
sm1th, juniors Kim Cali, Monica Connor, 
Sara Liquori and Monique Measures and 
sophomore Marissa Devito all chipped in 
by scoring one try apiece. 
The Renegades improved their record to 
3-0 on the season with the win and will play 
next at Alfred on Saturday. 
Close call 
Men's soccer 
St.Lawrence at Ithaca 
Sept. 23 
Team 1st 
0 
0 
2nd Final 
St. Lawrence 
Ithaca 
2 2 
1 1 
St.Lawrence goals-assists: Howard 
Beckford 2-0, Jon-Michael Olmstead 0-1. 
Ithaca goals-assists: Mike D1Nuzzo 1-0, 
Andy Dusel 0-1 . 
Shots: St. Lawrence 19, Ithaca 12. 
Saves: Dustin Crooker (S) 2, Glenn 
Palmieri (I) 10. 
Corner Kicks: St. Lawrence 0, Ithaca 4. 
What a finish! 
Men's cross country 
Brockport Invitational 
Sept. 23 
HQ., Team Points 
1. Ithaca 18 
2. Brockport 38 
3. Hartwick 85 
4. Hilbert 120 
Mike Styczynski 1st 26:58 
Dale Cocca 2nd 27:30 
Brian Cocca 3rd 27:31 
Women's cross country 
Brockport Invitational 
Sept. 23 
No. Team Points 
1. Ithaca 15 
2. Hartwick 61 
3. Brockport 64 
Erin Boshe 1st 19:28 
Amanda Laytham 2nd 19:44 
Lauren Byler 3rd 19:49 
Melissa Antunes 4th 19:52 
Salmon earns weekly honor 
Junior setter Jen Salmon was named Vol-
leyball Player of the Week by the Empire 
Eight. 
In her only match of the week, she led 
the 12th-ranked Bombers to a sweep of 
Geneseo. Salmon recorded 34 assists, nine 
digs and two service aces. Salmon raised her 
career totals to- 2,999 assists and 172 ser-
vice aces, ranking third on Ithaca's career 
assists list and fifth on the program's all-time 
service aces list. 
Baseball 2-2 for weekend 
The baseball team squared off against 
Rowan College, N.J., in the first of two dou-
bleheaders Saturday, winning game one, 4-
3, but dropping the second, 11-5. 
The first contest presented the out-
standing pitching of freshman Kyle Sottung, 
who threw four scoreless innings with sev-
en strikeouts. 
At bat, sophomore Nick Pyzikiewicz con-
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Athlete of the week 
Tommy Giorgio 
Football 
The football team stayed undefeated by cruising past St. 
John Fisher, 42-14. Giorgio, a senior running back, led the way, 
scoring a career-high five touchdowns and rushing for 145 
yards on 22 carries. His five touchdowns tied a school record 
with Bob Ferrigno '81 and Ron Boose'_ He scored on runs of 
54, one, one and four yards. He also caught four passes for 38 
yards, which included one of his touchdowns. His output raises 
his career total to 1,237 yards, which ranks 17th on the Ithaca 
career list. Giorgio 1s a senior health and physical education 
major from Holtsville. 
Stick it to 'em. . 
National Field Hockey Coaches 
Association Division Ill Poll, released 
Sept. 26 
HQ., 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
Team 
Lebanon Valley (Pa.) 
College of New Jersey 
Rowan (N.J.) 
Amherst (Mass.) 
Cortland 
William Smith 
York (Pa.) 
Messiah (Pa.) 
Springfield (Mass.) 
Keene State (N.H.) 
Ithaca 
Connecticut College 
Rensselaer 
Eastern Mennonite (Va.) 
Salisbury State (Md.) 
They said it. 
Points 
799 
714 
711 
652 
631 
553 
493 
467 
457 
409 
388 
364 
275 
234 
214 
"If they pass the ball, the backs are doing 
a great job, whether it's man coverage or 
zone." 
- Linebacker Julian 
Forbes on the Bombers tough defense 
tributed two hits in the win. 
Sunday, the Bombers faced the defend-
ing national champions, Montclair State, 
N.J., in another doubleheader. In game one, 
the Bombers stonned back from a 5-2 deficit 
to win, 6-5. Senior Jeremy Rivenburg tossed 
four innings, striking out six. 
In Game 2, Montclair State's offense 
heated up, as they demolished the 
Bombers, 16-4. 
The baseball team plays at West Point 
on Saturday, then travels to Marist for a dou-
bleheader on Sunday. 
Tennis tries hand at Open 
The men\ tennis team earned a ninth 
place fimsh la~! weekend at the ECAC 
Men's Tennis Open held at Vassar College. 
The doubles tandem of freshmen Evan 
Greenberg and Blair Watkins reached the 
semifinals of the doubles tournament by 
beating Ajay Kumar and Paul Wawrzynik 
from Manhattan College, 6-4. 2-6, 6-3. 
Climbing 
American Football Coaches 
Association Division Ill Poll, released 
Sept. 26 
No. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
Team Points 
Pacific Lutheran (Wash-) 1J36 
Mount Union (Ohio) 1,110 
Rowan (N.J.) 1,057 
Trinity (Texas) 975 
Hardin-Simmons (Texas) 923 
Central (Iowa) 868 
Wittenberg (Ohio) 860 
St. John's (Minn_) 808 
Augustana (Ill.) 746 
Wash. & Jeff. (Pa.) 710 
Wartburg (Iowa) 640 
Western Connecticut 633 
Wisconsin-Stout 569 
Millikin (Ill.) 528 
Ithaca 480 
Ohio Northern 361 
Buffalo State 322 ' .. -
Brockport 288 
John Carroll (Ohio) 270 
Western Maryland 253 
Widener (Pa.) 209 
Bethany (W. Va.) 178 
Lycoming (Pa.) 161 
Illinois Wesleyan 107 
Coe (Iowa) 96 
Greenberg and Watkins then fell in the semis 
to Alan Berk and Leigh Schacter from Bran-
deis, 6-4, 6-0. 
In singles competition, senior Ari 
Roberts dropped a tough first-round 
matchup to Nate Gaudreau of Central 
Connecticut, 6-2, 7-6. In the consolation 
match, Roberts dispatched of Hamilton\ Ju-
nior Ryan Thorpe, 8-4. 
Wilkinson great in Eight 
Senior forward Wade Wilkinson has been 
named men's soccer Player of the Week by 
the Empire Eight. 
WIikinson scored three points in Itha-
ca's 2-0 win over Clark!>on. a!>!>l~tinu on the 
game's first goal and scoring the -~econd 
himself. Wilkm!>on raised h1~ career tnral 
to 17 assists. good for fifth on Ithaca\ ca-
reer list. 1 • 
Compiled by Brum Dl'lw1n, 
staff' 11Tue1: 
Residence Hall Association 
(RHA) 
"Making your hall a home." 
Open to all! ! tl p 
8p.m., ~
Wednesdays, · · iJ 
North Meeting Room, 
Campus Center. 
Questions? 
Call RHA at 274-1170. 
Send information to The Ithacan, 
269 Park Hall, Ithaca College. . 
For more information, contact: .. : 
Caroline Ligaya, calendar editor:·.· 
at 274-3208 or fax 274-1565.'. aleiidar Thursday September 28, 2000 Page 28 
four-day weather forecast 
TODAY 
-------
FRIDAY 
Partly ~ Partly Cloudy Cloudy High: 520 High: 580 Low: 330 Low: 380 
SATURDAY SUNDAY 
•1' Partly Scattered 
Cloudy Showers 
High: 650 High: 670 
Low: 430 Low: 450 
Forecast issued by the National Weather Service, courtesy of the 
Northeast Regional Climate Center at Cornell University. 
Amnesty International - meet-
ing in Friends 207 at 12:10 p.m. 
"Mad Sally's Marvelous Adven-
tures" - featuring the "Mad Sal-
ly" paintings of associate profes-
sor Joy Adams, art, in the 
Handwerker Gallery. Exhibit runs 
_ .• through Sept. 30. 
Alumni Soprano Recital - Tina 
Trombley Stewart, '83, performs 
at 8:15 p.m. in the Recital Hall of 
Whalen Center. 
"Goodnight Desdemona 
(Good Morning Juliet)" - Itha-
ca College Theatre presents 
Ann-Marie MacDonald's comic 
twist on two Shakespearean 
tragedies; 8 p.m. in the Clark 
Theatre of Dillingham Center. 
Admission charged. Perfor-
mances also on Friday and Sat-
urday night. 
COMMUNITY 
Public Meeting - Danby area 
residents are invited to an open 
discussion of local issues with 
Tompkins County officials. Mem-
bers of Tompkins County's Plan-
ning and lntermunicipal Coordina-
tion Committee and staff from the 
County Planning Dept. will be 
present. 7:30 to 9 p.m. in Danby 
Town Hall. 
American Red Cross Blood Ori-
~- ve - give blood at Ithaca-VFW 
Post #961. For appointment 
please call 1-800-272-4543. 
11 :30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. 
Elective Graduate Marimba 
Recital - Naoko Takada per-
forms at 6 p.m. in the Naben-
hauer Recital Room of Whalen 
Center. 
Senior Voice Recital - Joseph 
-.:;e.,Stillitano performs at 7 p.m. in 
Ford Hall of Whalen Center. 
Bach Festival 2000 Faculty 
Recital - Pianist Charis Dimaras 
cr.iJerforms at 8:15 p.m. in the 
Recital Hall of Whalen Center. 
Shabbat Services - Reform, 
conservative, and traditional. 6 
p.m. in Muller Chapel. Will be 
followed by Kosher dinner in the 
upper level of Terrace Dining 
·.'.\'Hall. 
SPORTS 
Volleyball at Wittenberg Invita-
tional at 2 p.m. 
' -- ,C. 
COMMUNITY 
The Haunt - Johnny Dowd (lo-
cal guitar hero). 
Club Republica - Latin night, 
featuring DJ Carlos. $5. 18 and 
over. 10 p.m. to 3 a.m. 
Common Ground - Suzanne 
Knight performs for Friday Jazz, 5 
to 8 p.m. No cover. Dance music 
with DJ Boyd from 9 p.m. to 1 
a.m. 
Rongovian Embassy - Hank 
Roberts Band performing after 9 
p.m. 18 and over with ID. 
.,..i~r. . "':~::. - :" -~\ •• ·;:,}:;t~f-:::<~,:( ; \•·~~~ 
~::-::· SATU.RI)AY -.: 
;·._,;:...{ .:, l ,: ' • ~ ,·,, !: 
Graduate Voice Recital - Lisa 
Kisselstein performs at 3 p.m. in 
the Recital Hall of Whalen Center. 
Senior Voice Recital - Sarah 
Bartolome performs at 4 p.m. in 
Ford Hall of Whalen Center. 
Faculty Recital - Featuring clar-
inetist Michael Galvan and pianist 
Read Gainsford, assisted by violin-
ist Susan Waterbury, violist Debra 
Moree, and violoncellist Elizabeth 
Simkin playing works by Pen-
derecki and Setacioli; 8:15 p.m. in 
the recital hall of Whalen Center. 
Professionals Symposium 
Awards Banquet - With 
keynote address by attorney Keith 
Watters '76, former president of 
the National Bar Association; 6:30 
p.m. in Emerson Suites, Phillips 
Hall. Admission charged; call 
(607) 274-3381 for ticket informa-
tion. 
SPORTS 
Men's Cross Country at Gene-
seo Invitational at 11 :30 a.m. 
Women's Cross Country at 
Geneseo Invitational at 11 a.m. 
Field Hockey vs. Messiah at 1 
p.rn. 
Football vs. Springfield at 1 p.m. 
Men's Soccer vs. St. John Fisher 
at 3 p.m. (Empire Eight Game). 
Women's Soccer vs. Elmira at 
noon. (Empire Eight Game). 
Volleyball at Wittenberg Invi-
tational at 2 p.m. 
COMMUNITY 
DeWitt Historical Society -
"Keeping Family Heritage Alive" 
Literary Series at the Tompkins 
County Museum. Featured writers 
are Peter Fortunato and Mary 
Gilliland. 2 p.m. 
"Fingerlakes Aviation: Hangar Fly-
ing" with Al Fudger. 1 p.m. 
Trip to Peachtown Native Amer-
ican Cultural Festival -Get a 
ride with Trumansburg/Ulysses 
ONE CAR AT A TIME ... 
~ ' ., ' ' 
ALEX MORRISON/THE ITHACAN 
SENIOR SARAH DINICOLA, and student members of the Ithaca College Environmental Society, 
spent Tuesday morning counting automobiles at the front entrance of campus. ICES members 
have been counting the number of people inside all the vehicles entering both entrances to 
campus between 8 a.m. and 2 p.m. during this week. The student organization is gathering this 
data in support of its drive to increase carpooling at the college. 
Rural Youth Services to Aurora, 
N.Y., for this event. Van leaves at 
8:45 a.rn. For registration and 
more info call 387-4910. 
Compost with Confidence -
Free workshop provides info on 
how to set up compost bins and 
manage them with minimal effort. 
At the Ithaca Community Gar-
dens (near Farmers' Market). Call 
272-2292 for more info. 
Cornell Cooperative Extension 
and National 4-H Week - Cele-
brate Cornell Cooperative Exten-
sion efforts in Strengthening the 
Economic and Social Vitality of 
Communities! Stop by the Edu-
cation Center this week to ex-
plore 4-H and CCE programs. 
View displays, talk to staff and 
find out how we are "Helping You 
Put Knowledge to Work." Call 
272-2292 for information on 
events during the week. 
Club Semesters - The College 
Night Dance Party with DJ Turbo. 
Hip-hop, top 40, R&B, reggae 
and classics. Doors open at 9 
p.m. College ID only! 
The Haunt - '80s Dance Party. 
$3 over 21, $5 under. 
Club Republica - House music 
featuring DJ Scotty B. $5. 18 and 
over. 10 p.m. to 3 a.m. 
Common Ground - Ithaca 
Leather Invitational at 9 p.m. An 
open invitation to all leather club 
members and leather lovers. 
Dance music by DJ Joey. 
Rongovian Embassy - The 
Destination. Starting after 9 p.m., 
18 and over with ID. 
Catholic Mass - 10 a.m., 1 p.m. 
and 9 p.m. in Muller Chapel. 
Protestant Sentices - 11 :30 
a.m. in Muller Chapel. 
Senior Voice Recital - Chris-
tine Pratt performs at 1 p.m. in 
Ford Hall. 
Graduate Lecture and Recital 
- Pianist Kerry Watkins per-
forms at 3 p.m. in the Naben-
hauer Recital Room at Whalen 
Center. 
COMMUNITY 
Rongovian Embassy - Dinner 
Jazz w/ the Neal Massa Trio. 6 to 
9 p.m., ~o cover. 
"Down and Out in Post-Wel-
fare America" - A Distin-
guished Visiting Writers Series 
lecture by Barbara Ehrenreich. 8 
p.m. in Klingenstein Lounge, Eg-
bert Hall. 
Premier Performances of Stu-
dent Compositions - 8:15 p.m. 
in the Recital Hall of Whalen 
Center. 
"Artifacts, Artifice, and Alche-
my" -A Cinema on the -Edge 
lecture and screening by video-
maker Ximena Cuevas. 7 p.m. in 
Park Hall Auditorium. 
OCLDA Meeting - 7 p.m. in 
Park 279. 
American Marketing Association 
Meeting -All majors, all interests 
welcome. 8 p.m. in Textor 102. 
"Discovering the Healer in 
You" - A discussion on the heal-
ing aspects of prayer by Episco-
pal lay minister Nigel Mumford. 
7:30 p.m. in Emerson Suites, 
Phillips Hall. 
Chamber Orchestra Perfor-
mance - Conducted by Grant 
Cooper, playing works by Cop-
land and Mozart. 8:15 p.m. in 
Ford Hall. 
"Goodnight Desdemona (Good 
Morning Juliet)" - Ithaca Col-
lege Theatre presents Ann-Marie 
MacDonald's comic twist on two 
Shakespearean tragedies; 8 p.m. 
in the Clark Theatre of Dillingham 
Center. Admission charged. 
Catholic Mass - 12:05 p.m. in 
Muller Chapel. 
SPORTS 
Field Hockey at William Smith at 
4 p.m. 
Women's Soccer vs. Cortland at 
4 p.m. 
Volleyball at Cortland at 7 p.m. 
Asia Society Meeting - Open to 
everyone. 7 p.m. in Friends 210. 
circle K Meeting - 7 p.m. in 
Williams 221. 
Band Performance - Symphon-
ic band, conducted by Henry 
Neubert, and the concert band, 
conducted by Mark Fonder, play-
ing works by Bach, Copland and 
Welcher. 8:15 p.m. in Ford Hall. 
"Goodnight Desdemona (Good 
Morning Juliet)" - Ithaca Col-
lege Theatre presents Ann-Marie 
MacDonald's comic twist on two 
Shakespearean tragedies; 8 p.m. 
in the Clark Theatre of Dillingham 
Center. Admission charged. 
"Planning for the Future: Im-
portant Considerations for 
Those Who Care for Adults 
with Disabilities" - Gerontology 
Institute workshop presented by 
Katrina Schickel, aging-services 
specialist with the Tompkins 
County Office for the Aging, and 
Cheryl Schaeffer, board member 
of Challenge Industries. 2 to 5 
p.m. in the North Meeting Room, 
Egbert Hall. Preregistration is re-
quired; call 274-3143. 
Catholic Mass - 4:30 p.m. in 
Muller Chapel. 
. - .... - - : . -
